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llh€ PolygraDmatiaalization of FINISE in AgL,

The sign FINISH occurs in various forrns in Àmerican Sign
Language (ASL). These norphemes are analyzed v¡ith regard to
Èheir phonological form, syntactic position, and semantic
functÍon within the framework of granmaticalization theory,
v¡hich holds that gramrnatical morphemes tênd to develop over
time from lexical morphenes. verbs, for example, are the
source of many tense, aspect, and nodality markers.
crammaticalization is viewed as a slow process in l¡hÍch a
source lexicaL norpheme rnoves through several stages. Often,
more than one grarnrnatical norpherne emerges as the development
continues, and rrf inksrr are forned al-ong the grramrnatÍcalizaÈion
chain. Older forms do not necessarily disappear as nerrer ones
emerge, and thus elements at severaL stages of development may
be found in a synchronic survey of a J-anguage. These co-
occurring forms can be interpreted as reflecting earlier
stages in the dynanic process of language change. At times, a
lexical morpheme develops along more than one path, and this
is referred to as polygrammaticalizatíon.

In this thesis I discuss prevÍous accounts of tirne
referencing in ÀSL, in which ternporal adverb phrases are
treated as the prinary ¡neans of setting events v¡ithin somê
tÍne-fra¡ne. It has long been accepted that tine adverbs
appear in sentence-initiat position to set the ti¡ne reference
for the verbs that follor.¡, even for nore than one sentence.

I first show that ti¡ne adverbs can appear not just
sentence-inÍtia1 position, suggesting that a topÍc-cornrnent
analysis can better account for their distribution. Second,
I argue that such tense/aspect markers as conpletive,
anterior, perfective, past (and also a conjunction), each
related in for¡n and rneaning to the verb FfNISH rto finish',
are linked along several paths¡ays. By isolating the syntactic
and se¡nantic properties of these polysenous morphemes and
deternining the degree to which each has undergone loss of
neaning, I an able to account for some problematic syntactic
structures in ÀSL.
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Chapter 1

fDtrodluction

7.7 Anerican Sign Langaage

American Sign Langnrage (hereafter referred to as ASL) has

only gained recognition as a language since the late 1950s,

Iargely stenming fron the r.rork of WiÌ]ia¡n Stokoe (Battison

1980). Previous to this, signs were typically thought of as

pictures formed in the air with the hands, and certainly not

eguivalent to the articuÌation of speech and the complexity of

spoken language. But Stokoe began, and subsequentLy pronpted

others, to exa¡nine ASL as J-inguistic phenonena, and much wotk

has been acconplished to date prÍnarily on phonological and

rnorphological structures evident in ÀSL.

There are obvious differences in the applicat,ion of

Iinguistic theory to sign languages: they are not articuLated
with speech sounds. The fÍrst hurdle to jump in acknolrledging

ASL as a legitinate langruage is to accept that so¡ne whole

system other than the vocal tract is capabl-e and available to
produce language conceíved and constructed in the brain
(Jackendoff 1993). ASL uses the hands as its prirnary

articulators, but facial gestures along with body novenents

and positionings provide lexical and grammatical information.
Further details of how these prinary and secondary

articulators forn the grarunatical structures of ASL are given

in chapter 2.
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7.2 The curtent Study

This study focusses on ÀsL syntax, an area of research

sti11 ín its early stages. SpecÍfica11y, I examine eLe¡nents

within the tense and aspect systen of ASL rêlated to the verb

FINISH or BE.FINISHED. An array of tense/aspect markers are

described, and interpreted as evídence of poLygram-

matical-ization, that is, the grammaticalization of a source

el-enent along several paths (craig 1991), producing morphenes

more functional than lexical in nature along the $tay. Prior

to this, ho$rever, I examine the notion that ti¡ne referencing

in ASL Ís prinarily narked by sentence-initial temporaL

adverbs, and give evidence that this is not the case. Rather,

ternporal adverbs are described as but one elernent in a nuch

more cornplex tense and aspect system. Finally, I explore the

possibility of nonmanual tense narkers, although it is evident

that these results are prelininary, and in need of nuch

further investigation. The final chapter lisÈs conclusions

and research questions as suggestions for future study.

L.3 characteristics of AsL Data

ÀsL is the sign language used in Deafl comrnunities in
much of the Uníted States and canada, inctuding the Winnipeg

area. I-,angnrage consultants for this study were one fenal-e and

tIt is connon for Deaf persons, r¡ho identify the¡nselves
as members of a cornmunity defined culturally rather than
audiologÍca]Iy, to spell trDeaf It v¡ith an upper-case rrDrr. Deaf
co¡nmunites are culturalJ-y defÍned by features conÌnon to
cultures in general: l-angiuage, rules of behavior, history and
traditions, and world view (see, for example, Padden and
Humphries 1988).
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three nale members of the Deaf community in winnipeg. All
grerv up in or around the city of Winnipeg, and learned AsL as

their first langiuage. Two had Deaf parents, and two were born

into fa¡nilies in which thêre srere aLready at least tr,¡o Deaf

siblings. ALI four attended the Manitoba school for the Deaf

and are now in their late twenties to rnid-thirtÍes.
Data was collected from videotapes of tvro of the

consuLtants signing to other Deaf persons, or in one case, of

a consultant signíng to the canera, by observatÍon of actual

ÀSL use by consultants, and by direct elicitation. None of

the consultants were asked to translate any naÈeria1 fron

English into ÀSL, in other vrords, during elicitation context

scenarios were presented in ÀSL and the consultants vrere asked

to respond in ASL. So¡ne ASL data l¡as taken from a videotape

entÍtled BuiTding TransTation SkiTLs: .åS¿, produced by Red

River Conmunity Co1lege, Winnipeg, for an Interpreter Training

Progran course of thê sarne name.

7.4 Problens in the Transcription of AsL

To begin the discussion of horv tine is referenced in ASL,

I Look at previous descriptions and the problens they raise.
But prior to this severaL more general problens in how ASL can

be represented in print nust be addressed. Certaínly one

difficulty apparent throughout the brief history of lingiuistíc
descripÈion of ÀSL, and alluded to in 1.1 above, is
deternining which gestures, either ¡nade with the hands or

articulatêd by the face and body, are actually lingnristic, and
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r.rhich are not. For exanple, most signs are described as

having a ¡novement segment,2 that is, the sign ¡noves from one

spatiaJ- location to another, and this ¡noverT¡ent is generally

regarded as linguÍstically significant. But r,¡hat of the

movenent that nust occur rlrhen the hands go fron the f inal.

location of one sign to â different locatÍon for the beginning

of the next?

A nore difficult question, and one gernane to the present

study, has to do !¡ith faciaÌ gestures. l{hen, for example, are

raising oners eyebrovrs or puckering the lips nanifestations of

an emotional response, and r^¡hen could they be considered as

grarnnatical rnarkers? This problen is clear, for example, when

reading authors r,rho have not taken into account facial and

body rrnonrnanualrt markers when recording and transcribing their
data, and have concentrated so1e1y on the lexical, or signed,

¡nateriaL.

ReLated to this is the question of transcription.
Stokoe, Casterline and Croneberg (7976) designed a writing
systen in the early 1960s using synbols to represent

handshapes, ¡novements and discrete Locations, but it has not

been widely used by linguists for transcription. Instead,

researchers have tended to use EngLish glosses for signs, and

other notation systems for features not easily represented by

a $¡ord or conbination of words. Several problens are inherent

in this. First, there is no agreenent among linguists about

2DetaiLs of movenent segnents are given ln 2.2 bel-or+.
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lthich English r,rords are the most appropriate for each sign,

resulting in the inability to ascertain which sign is being

represênted in certain cases. GLosses in some respects arê

translations, and the translation of signs can be understood

dif ferentJ-y by various researchers. As weII, some signs do

not transLate easily, and therefore it may be almost

impossible to choose a gloss that cl-earLy neans (in English)

what the sign means to an ASL signer. À good exanple of this
is the sign most often glossed TOMORROWT 

3 shown in Figure 1.1.

Glosses are given in upper-case. The phrase TOMORRO!{ MORNING

has both a literal meaning and the meaníng rrthe next day". In

other r,¡ords, unlike English tomorrow, it does not relate to
the present noment, but is tied to the tirne of the event,

TOMORROW

and OrRourke 1980).

3See Appendix l for a description of transcription
s)rmboLs used throughout this study.
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whethêr past, present or future, so that it can indicate, for
example, the day innediately following an event that took

place a nonth ago. There are, however, also sígns for NEXT

and DAY, so if NEXT DÀY is given as the gloss instead of
TOMORROW MORNING, the reader is faced with not knowing what

was actuaLl-y signed.

A second problen is variability ín the notation usêd to
represent nonmanual features. For exanpl-e, Àarons, Bahan,

Kegl and Neidle (1995) represent polar questions with the

notation rrylnrr as in (1). Most typically, but again, not
practiced by all researchers, Ís the notation of placing the

non¡nanual s]¡mbol above a sol-id Line which indÍcates the scope

of the nonmanual rnarker. The nonmanual rnarker is heLd for the

entire constituent underneath the line.

y/n
(1) IXi CÀN LEÀVE, CÀN IXi (1995:235)4

Can he leave, can he?

Valli and Lucas (1992) use the notation t'qt' for the identical
nonmanual, as in (2).

q
(2) MÀ.N HoME

Is the ¡nan ho¡ne?

Others, such as Isenhath (1990), sinply use a question mark at
Èhe end of the sentence, thereby not specifying the actual

nThís is in fact a good exarnple of variation in notation
of lexical signs as weIl. Àarons et aI. use IX to indicate a
prononinal (literally a point with the index finger), whereas
it is nore connon to use the notation PRO.3 (for 3rd person).
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nonmanual marker, even though polar and wh- questions have

quite different nonmanuaLs to ¡nark then. This means that if
the nonrnanual rnarkers are not specified, the reader is not

able to know if they are present or rlhat they night be, and if
they are specÍfied, the reader must learn the transcriptÍon
system used by that author.

These probletns are not resolved in thÍs study, although

I have attenpted to nake the readerrs task sonev¡hat sinpler by

supplying diagrans for some key lexical iterns, by enploying

Liddell and Johnsonts (1989) phonological- feature charts to
indicate important features of the segments of sone sígns, and

by adopting the ¡nost connonLy used notations for elements in
the exarnple sentences. These are listed in Appendix 1.

L.5 ProbTems in the Descrìption of Tine Reterencing in ASL

Early discussions of how time is ¡narked in an ASIJ

sentence have concentrated on two phenomena, the so-caLl_ed

tirne-line (or tirne plane) and the positioning of tenporal

adverbs (Friednan 1975, Cogen 1977, FrishbeÊg 1-979, Baker and

CokêÌy 1980). According to each of these accounts, tense is
not marked on the verb in ÀSL, but is deter¡nined either by a
reference to sone point along the tirne-line or the positioning

of a temporal rnarker at the beginning of the sentence.

Of significance are clains made by, for example, Friednan

(1975) and Cogen (L977, , and echoed by nore recent authors
(Isenhath !99O, Hunphrey and Alcorn !994), that once a

temporal reference is rnade, all subsequent discourse refers to



:

1

that period of tine untiL a neir reference is indicated. In
other words, a te¡nporal adverb placed sentence- initiaL ly
orients the addressee to the time-frame indicated by the

adverb, for exanple YESTERDAY or LAST.WEEK, and no tensing is
required on subsequent verbs. This is not the case for
English, as the suffÍx -ed in (3) exernplif ies.
(3) Yesterday I walked hone through the park.

The notion that ASL rnight be a trtenselessr language is
not in itself problenatic, although such languages rnay be

rare. Co¡nrie (1985) discusses Burnese (Bur¡na) and Dyirbal (an

AustraLian language of northern QueensLand) as 1acking tense

rnarking, although this does not preclude the ínability of
naking ti¡ne distinctions in the J_anguage. Burlrlese, Comrie

notes, can ¡nark tj-me references with ternporal adverbs, and the
tirne reference of a statenent tnay also be deduced by the
discourse participants I knowledge of the world. Thus whether

or not a langTuage inflects verbs for tense, tirne distinctions
can stíl1 be nade. Binnick (1991) suggests that the
difference in tensed and untensed languages is not whether a

Language can make distinctions between tirne periods, but
v¡hether the speaker is required to do so.

The idea of nonnanual rnarkers relating to tine is aLluded

to in Friednan (1975), who suggests that moving the head or
body slightly backward indicates a past reference, lrhíte
noving the head or body slightly for!íard indicates reference
to future time. Fríednan is not specific in how such head and

-8-



body positioning interacts with other parts of the sentence,

for exarnple, if it occurs with other tenporal signs or with
the verb. She does note that changing posit.ion, for j.nstance,

fron slightLy back!¡ard to upright, whÍch is the neutral
position signifying the present, neans that subsequent verbs

are not understood as past.

Such descriptions of tenporal referencing in ASL remain

sinplistic and unsatisfactory. Explicitly, sentences are

grammatical which contradict the clai¡n that temporal adverbs

must be in first position. Cogen (L977') , for exanple,

includes sentences such as (4) which are in direct opposition
to thís clai¡n. Exanples fron the current study show this as

lreL 1, as in (5).

(4) ASA NOT-KNOW WIFE PREGNANT/ FTND-OUT PAST

TWO-MoNTH (L977.2o9)

Asa didnrt know his wife $¿as pregnant until two nonths
ago.

(5) POSS.1 DÀUGHTER D-À-N-A., POSS.3a FRIENDb, POSS.3b BOOK,

FINISH bBORROW. YESTERDAY FINTSH

Yesterday ny daughter Dana borrowed her friendrs book.

Both of these sentences have time references positioned post-
verbally, and yet it is clear that the event referred to by

the verb is understood to take place in past tÍrne. This
indicates that either v¡hat couLd be called the "ti_me reference
f irstrr rule doesntt apply or doesnrt exist, or that some other
element is contributing to the tirne reference of the verb. In
(5) it could be assurned that FINISH plays such a ro1e, and it

-9-



is this kind of narker that is discussed in Chapter 3 along

with an entirely different analysis of the distribution of

tenporal adverb phrases.

7.6 Deflnitíons
In chapter 3I will- discuss a nunber of tense and aspect

markers relating to the verb FINISH and Íts stative
counterpart BE.FINISHED. Concise definitions for these tenses

and aspects are given here to assist in clarifying the

function of each grammaticalized narker as it is discussed.

OnJ.y those definitions relevant to the granmaticalization of
FINISH and BE.FINISHED are included. Definitions for trtenserl

and I'aspectrr are taken fro¡n Comrie (1985), while defÍnitions
of rrpast,rr and the various aspects are adopted fron Bybee,

Perkins and Pagliuca (1994354-55). Gíven that tense and

aspect are conceptually conplex, the following defínitions nay

seen sonev¡hat simplistic, but the purpose of this discussion

is not to analyze their se¡nantic conplexity, but to find
useful neanings to apply to a range of closeÌy related
morphenes. Sirnilari.y, tense and aspect frequently interact, in
the sane sentence, as in -I was waTkíng, in whÍch the situation
is viewed as inperfective (Comrie L976) because it does not

suggest a beginning or end to the situation of waLking, but

the activity is also viewed as a past, situatÍon because of the

past forrTÌ h'as. My prírnary goal in Chapter 3 is to identify
norphenes that carry particular grarunatical function.
Detailed description of tense and aspect interaction in ASI. is

-10-



a topic for further study.

1. Tense: the grarnmaticalizations of Location in tirne, that

is, time referencing is expressed granrnatically in the

language. Co¡nrie discusses three parameters relevant to this
definition. These are a) that the tense distinction will be

in relation to a deictic centre, s¡hether that centre Ís the

present for absolute tense, or another point in tirne, in which

case tense j.s referred to as relative; b) that tense places

the event previous to, subsequent to, or simultaneously

occurring with the deictic centrei and c) that the distance

the event is pJ-aced fron the deictic centre j.s relevant

( co¡nrie 1985:1) .

2. Aspect: the internal temporal contour of a situation
(Conrie 1985:6), in other words, an event is viewed in
relation to sone internal tenporal feature rather than ín
relation to an external- point in ti¡ne.

For example, Comrie suggests that in English, John is
singing and John was singing show a difference in past and

present location, and this is an opposition of tênse, while

John tras singing and John sang is one of aspect (1985:6).

scomrie uses Èhe term rrgrannaticalizationtr to refer to
Ínclusion in the grannar of a language as opposed to
contextual or pragmatic features and not in the sense it is
used in context of this study, and in grammaticalization
theory, which refers to the evolution of morphernes fron
lexical to functional categories .
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3. cornpletive: rto do sonething thoroughly and to conpletionr.

Bybee, Perkins and Pagliuca (1994:54) give as exanples 'to
shoot someone deadr and rto eat upr.

4. Anterior: the situation takes place prior to a reference

tírne, but is relevant to the reference ti¡ne. Anteriors are

frequentLy referred to as rrperfectsrr but Bybee et al. use the

term rranteriorrr so as not to confuse the notion with that of
rrperfectiverr.

Co¡nrie (1985:32) gives the exanple John has broken his

Leg Eo show that the event took place in the past, but is
sti1l relevant to the present.

5. Perfective: the situation is viewed as temporally bounded,

but the event is reported in and of its own accord, without

particular relevance to any other event, or to the monent of

speaking. Perfective is often an aspect narking discrete
events in narration, and is therefore found in situations
referríng to the past. According to Conrie (7976) perfective

aspect treats the situation as a single and rrunanal-yzablerl

whole, without division into any internal phases. Conrie

notes that English does not ¡nark perfective aspect

granrnatica 1ly .

6. Past: marks an event occurring prior to the nonent of

speech. IÌhi1e the neaning of past and perfective may often be

difficult to distinqish, as Bybee et a1. suggest, Co¡nrie

(1985) argn¡es that perfective aspect inplies that the event is
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viewed as conpleted, while the past does not carry this
inplication.
L.7 crammat.ical ization Theory

The basic tenet of grammaticalization theory is that,
over a period of tine, morphenes that are ÌexicaL gradually

devetop into rnorphemes that have a functional or grarnmatical

meaning (Bybee, Perkins and Paguliuca 1994).5 craig (1991)

argues that the granmatical ization of Lexical rnorphemes into
free grarnrnatical norphenes is but one type of

grammatical. ization. À second type does not have lexical
morphenes as the source, but free granrnatical- norphemes,

leading to further grarnrnatical norphenes that are bound.

According to this distinction, lexical morphernes such as verbs

are a source for the first type, and which typically
grarunaticalize into adposÍtions and verbal auxiliaries. As an

exanple of the second type of grarnrnatical ization, Craig lists
free personal pronouns as sources deveJ-oping into bound

subject and object person agreement markers, and auxiliary
verbs as becorníng bound tense and aspect ¡narkers.

This does not inply that older forms nore lexical ín

nature disappear J-eaving only the more recently developed, or

developing, forns. Rather, as the development proceeds, nevt

forms ernerge and co-exist with older forms along what Craig

tBybee et al., and some others such as Hopper (1991)
prefer the ter¡n "grammaticization¡r , but suggest that it is a
¡natter of convention, and not indicative of a difference in
rneaning or perspect,ive of the process.
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(1991), Heine, Cl-audi and Hünneneyer (1991) and Heine (1993)

describe as a grarnmaticalization rrchaÍnrr. Others have

referred to this as a grannaticalization rrchanneltt (Heine and

Reh 1984), or a grammaticalization ttp¿thtt (Bybee et al. 1994).

Heine et aI. (1991) characterize grarnrnaticalization as a
gradual and continuous process, resuJ-ting ín rnorphemes that
are not, discrete units. That is, grarnrnaticaliz ing norphernes

have ¡neanÍngs that overlap, and exhibit propertÍes of more

than one category, and thus can be considered tthybridstt. The

process nay be approached fron a synchronic point, of view by

exarnining related forms that co-occur in a language, but the

process is dynanic, and cross-language analysês sufficiently
enable the interpretation of synchronic data as evidence of
diachroníc change.

Heine et a1. (1991) argue that sone of the most basic

hunan activitiês becorne the source concepts for
granmatical ization. When activities and novenents, conveyed

in the forn of verbs, are the source, Languages appear to
choose frorn just a snaIl handfuL. These are, for exanple,

do/make, take/hold, finish, say, go, cone, 7eave, and arri.ve.
Chaining describes the process of one source Leading to an

outcone, which in turn becones the source for another link in
the chain, leading to a further outcome, and potentially
continuing (craig 1991-). A source concept, Heine et aL. and

Craig suggest, can lead to more than one grammaticalization

category or functional dornain, forning a rrnetlrork of parallel
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and interconnected chains (craig !99f.457), which is given the

tern 'tpolygrarn¡natical izationrr by craig. craig's exanple of

polygrarunaticalization is fron Rama, a chibchan Language

spoken in Nicaragua, in which she discusses the verb bang, a

suppletive forln of the verb taak tqo I , and finds bang t,o have

grarnrnat ica). i zed along various chains. One chain, for exarnple,

is the granmatical ization of bang into a postposition

signifying ¿ ttg6¿1tr, then to a proclitic relational preverb

ba- still indicating a goal, and then to a co-lexicalized
preverb ba- which conbines with other verbs, for exanple atpj

'to look forr resulting in ba-alpi 'to findr. A second chain

is forned by bang grarnmatical Íz ing into a postverbal

subordinator indicating purpose, and then to a (less common)

relational preverb also indicating purpose. Several auxiliary
verbs with aspectual rneanings are aLso found.

These various functional- morphemes derived fro¡n a single

verbal source bang in Rana exemplify links along severaL

grarnmaticalization chaíns, in other vrords, polygram-

maticalízation. In the present study, FINISH is the l-exical

source of a si¡ni1ar conplex grarnmaticali zed netr,rork of

functional morphenes in ÀSL.

FÍnal-ly, what principles are at work in the

grammatical i zation of source morphenes? Terninology varies

among authors, as does the nunber and content of such

principles. In this study, discussion is based prinarily on

the principles and terninology fron Hopper (1991) and Heine
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(1993), The following principles are taken from Hopper

(r99L:.22) |

1. Layering. 'rWithín a broad functional domain, new

layers are continual]-y energing. Às this happens, the

older layers are not necessarily discarded, but nay

rernain to coexist with and interact with the nelrer

layers . rl

2 . Divergence. rrlilhen a lexical form undergoes

granmaticization to a cl-itic or affix, the original
IexicaL forn nay renain as an autononous elemenÈ and

undergo the same changes as ordÍnary lexicaL ítens.rl

3. Specialization. rrWithin a functional dornain, at one

stage a variety of forns with different, semantíc nuances

may be possible; as granrnaticization takes place, this
variety of f or¡nal choices narro!¡s and the snaller nunber

of forms selected assurne more general grarnrnatical

neanings . rl

4. Persistence. rrwhen a forln undergoes grannaticization
frorn a lexical to a gramrnatical function, so long as it
is grarnrnatically viable so¡ne traces of its original
lexical rneanings tend to adhere to it, and detail-s of its
lexical history may be reflected in constraints on its
grarnmatical distribution. "
5. De-categorial zation. rrForms undergoing grammati-

cization tend to lose or neutralize the morphological

markers and syntactic priviJ-eges characterist,ic of the
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fuII categories Noun and Verb, and to assume attributes
characteristic of secondary categories such as Adjective,

Participle, Preposition, etc. rl

To summarize, lJe see that layering accounts for the synchronic

co-exj.stence of a lexícal for¡n and Íts related, but
granrnaticali.zed, functional rnorphernes. This re¡naining earlier
forn can be autonomous, and ¡nay continue to develop in ways

other than the grammatical form that has since emerged from

it. Heine and Reh (1984) refer to this divergence as a

ttspli¡tt. By specialization, Hopper means that at an early
point, a nunber of elenents nay be used to perform a sirníIar

function, but at a Later stage of developnent, one or a few

forms tend to take over to the exclusíon of the others,

Persistence is evident in forms described earlier as rrhybridtt,

retaining sone pieces of the original lexical meaning, and

having characterístics that cross lexical and functional-

categories, and thus are not discrete. Heine (1993) suggests

that these rnorphernes eventuatly becone rrdesernantic j.zedrr in
that the lexicaL rneaning is gradual-ly lost. Bybee et aI.
(1994) refers to this as sernantic generalization, while Givón

(1-975) uses the tern 'rsenantj.c bleachj-ngt'. As rneaning

changes, related for¡ns are understood to be polysemes (craig
1991), but the rnore divergent they becone, the Less polysemous

and nore homophonous they are (Heine, Claudi and Hünnemeyer

19e1) . Finall-y, gramrnatical norphernes become de-

categorialized, losing their Lexical attributes altogether.



L.8 Summary

This chapter has presented some probLe¡ns in previous

descrÍptions of tirne referencing in ÀSL, which then provide

the irnpetus for the current study. Second, since the ASL data

are analyzed under qrarnrnaticalization theory, sone basic
principles of this theory have been outlined.



chapter 2

À DêEcriptÍon of Relevant Structures ín ASIJ

2.L Introduction and Overview ol AsL

American Sign Language has been in use in North Àrnerica

since at least 1816 when Larent Clerc first brought French

Sign Languaqe (FSL) to the United States (Frishberg tgTS) .

Woodward (f978), however, suggests that this event was not the
begínning of sign langnrage use in North Àmerica, but that sone

varietíes must have existed prior to it, and that creolization
of existing sign language and FLS is J-ikely to have taken

place during the early to nid-18oos. Groce (1985), for
exanple, documents widespread hereditary deafness on Marthars

Vineyard with records dating back to the nid-1600s. Records

shovr that sign langir.rage vJas used as freely as spoken 1anguage

anong both hearing and deaf people on the isl_and up until the
early part of the 20th century, ASL is now the prinary
language used by Deaf communities throughout North Arnerical.

ASTr is onê of numerous sign languages around the world
whose grarnnar depends on actual, physical space. That is,
signs are articulated within a comfortable rrsigning spacer in
front of the signer. But further, and nore significantly, the
grarnmar of ASL takes advantage of this space, in that over and

above the sirnple articuLation of hand configurations and

rnovements necessarily l¡íthin sorne spatj_aI area, that space is

1A noteable exception is Langue des Signes euébeqoise(LSQ) situated prinarily in euebec.
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used to define, for example, relationships betvreen noun

phrases and between temporal relationships. Specific examplês

are given below.

The data described ín Chapter 3 deaLs with rnorphological

and syntact,ic ele¡nents of ASL. preliminary to this I incÌude
here a description of sone rnore basic and general grammatical

features of AS].',, beginning with the phonological structure of
ASL signs, foll-owed by the norphotogy of verb cl_asses based on

Padden (1988, 1990), the use of space for fuLl_ nouns and

pronornÍna1s, and finally the question of word order and topic
proninence .

2.2 PhonoTogy: SinuTtaneity and Sequentiality
Prior to WiLliam Stokoers seminal $¡ork on the internal_

structure of ASL signs, signs were typicalLy thought of as

unanalyzabLe wholes, prirnarily iconic or pictoral
representations shaped by the hands in the air (Battison
1980). Stokoe, CasterLine and Croneberg, however, in å

dictíonary of Anerican sign Language on Lingaistic principTes,
published in 1965 (2nd edition 1976), described signs as being
syst,enatically built by conbining several sma1ler, in and of
thernselves rneaníngless, units within sets he calLed raspectsr.

Stokoe (1976:xxix) saw these units as anal_ogous to phonemes in
function, but because they were forrned visualJ.y by the hands

and not vocally, he proposed the 1abel rrchereme[ taken fron
Horneric creek and havÍng to do with the hand. It has since
been argued that "chere¡ner is an unnecessary departure fro¡n



the nore traditional rrphonenerr in that phonoLogy has to do

theoretically with subl.exical units and rrphonenel can be

appLied to such units whether verbally or visual.ly articulated
(cf. Liddell 1984).

Stokoers prinary contribution is that signs are composed

of nineteen2 possible handshape prj-mes3, twelve Ìocation
primes, and twenty-four movernent prirnes. Handshapes,

locations and novenent,s are combined sinultaneously to produce

signs. Stokoe et al. composed their dictionary based on each

of these prines in turn, designating syrnboJ.s to represent, each

of then. These are the tab (tabula) for locations, ð.ez

(designation) for handshapes, and sig (signation) for
¡novenents. Each prirne was assigned a written symbol, and

al-ong with a host of diacritics, it becarne possible to
rêpresent ASL in written for¡n. This writing systen has never

been accepted by either linguísts by and Iarge, who may not
foLl-ow Stokoe et aL. rs analysis, or by Deaf conmunities, the
mernbers of which typicalJ-y have sone degree of bilingualisrn,
and it, is not adopted here. Nonetheless, the notíon of signs
being conposed of a lirnited number of phonenes has held, with
Stokoers $rork spawning many further insights into the
structure of sign languages.

2Allophones (aLlocheres) or sub-prirnes do exist r,¡hich
makes the actual nunber of handshapes stigtrtty ì_arger.

. 
tothers, for exarnple K1ima and BelJ-ugi (1979) and Liddell(1984), use ttpri¡ne" as a more neutral term. Thisdifferentíation, however, is not criticaL to the presentdiscussion, where trphonemer is used for the relevant ãat,a.
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Stokoers analysis vras not concerned with the ordering of
units. Handshape, location and novenent were considered to be

articuLated s irnultaneously, and in fact, the notj.on of
simuLtaneity in the articul_ation of signs spilled over fron
phonetic analysis to morphology and syntax. Klima and Bellugi
(1979) describe internal changes ¡nade to the movement of ASL

verbs designating various aspectual rneanings, suggesting that
ÀSL resists affixation that adds segments sequentially in
favor of rrsuperinposed spatial and temporal contrasts
affecting the movemênt of signs't (L979t274).

À second example of sirnultaneity in norphology has to do

with spatial verbs as described by padden (1988, 1990).

Padden divides ASL verbs into three cl-asses, rÞIainrr or non-

agreenent verbs, agreement verbs, and spatial verbs. Non-

agreenent verbs such as THINK, LIKE, and CELEBRATE tend not to
accept affixation, atthough sone nay inflect. for some aspects
by means of a change to their internal novement. For exanple,

continuative aspect is indicated by a sIow, elliptical and

redupJ.icated novenent (KliÍìa and Bellugi IgTg). Agreenent

verbs such as GM, SHoW, and FORCE can be inflected for
person, number and aspect, but do not take locatíve affixes,
It is conrnon in ÀSL to 1ocate subject and object Nps at
points, or loci, in the signing space in front of the sígnerrs
torso. Once an Np has been given ]exically, a singJ-e point to
an arbitrary locus associates that Np r¿ith that locus for the
discourse that fo1lows. One way of naking further reference
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to the NP is by an indexícal point. to the l_ocus, which

functions as a pronominal . Àgreenent verbs agree with their
argu¡nents by beginning their novement at a l_ocus assigned a
subject NP and ending their ¡novernent at, or in the direction
of, a second locus assígned an object Np. Spatial verbs do

not infl-ect for person, nu¡nber or aspect, but accept Ìocative
affixes. À subclass of paddents spatía1 verb class are those

which take noun-cl-assifier affixes (SupalIa 1990). SupaIl-a

describes these as verbs having a movenent path root, while
the handshape is of one of several avaiLable (and obligaÈory
for these verbs) classifier morphenes, such as VEHICLE, pERsoN

oT FOTJR. LEGGED. ANTMATE.

These cLassifier norphenes are given the label ttaff ixrr by

Padden, but the form or position of the affix are not
discussed in detail. It is clear, ho$rever, that the affixes
(handshapes as classifier rnorphernes) are articulated
s j-¡nultaneously with rnovement roots as conponents of a singlê
sign, and that these cornponents are not viewed as sequent,ial

morphemes relative to one another. padden suggests that
spatial verbs display "rich combinations of simultaneously
occurring Ìocative, norninal, instrurnent and manner affixesrl
(1990:123).

fn syntax, si¡nul_taneity can be il_lustrated by two

elements narked facially. One is a set. of adjectives, for
example VERY. SMALL and HUGE, articulated sinul_taneously with
the lexical (signed) noun they nodify. The second elernent is
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a set of sentence type narkers also narked faciaLly, for
exarnple Wh- and poJ-ar questíons, where the particular
grannatical ¡narker is heLd whiLe the entire cLause under its
scope is sÍgned, rather than beíng indicated by a morphene

positioned at sone point in the linear sentence (Baker and

cokely 1980). A further exarnple of a facial_Iy marked sentence

type, the topic-cornrnent structure, is explored in more detail
below in section 2.3.

Certainl-y there is an elenent of sinuÌtaneity operating
in ASL, perhaps nore so than is typical in spoken 1anguages.

Nevertheless, there is aLso a pronounced el_ement of
sequentiality, or linearíty, in ÀSL. Most obviously, signs

are articul-ated one after the othera. That is, there are

Limits to the nu¡nber of morphernes that can be s irnult,aneously

articulated. Supalla (1990) gives the exanple of serj.al verbs

of motion, where two verbs are articutated in sequence even

though they describe a single event, because r.rhen the sj.gner

wishes to include rnorphernes representing the path of notÍon
and manner of locornotion, a single verb, already obligatoriJ-y
accornpanied by a cJ-assifier affix, cannot accept both path and

Inanner morphemes.

2.2.7 The Movement-Ho7d ModeL

Àn approach to the internal structure of signs radically
different fron that of Stokoe et aI. is put forward by LiddeJ-l

asometi¡nes two signs are articulated one with each hand
sirnultaneous ly, which neans that some degree of sirnultaneityin this regard still holds.
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(1984) and Liddell and ,fohnson (1989), who, rather than

viewing a sÍgn as a bundle of sinultaneously occurring
phonemes (handshapes, locations and ¡nove¡nents) , analyze the

composition of the sign as a sequential string of segments.

That is, they see a sign as having a starting poinÈ, a

transitional phase which rnay or may not alter the features

v¡ithin the sign, and an end point. Liddell and Johnson define
two classes of segments, novements and holds, This approach
j.s referred to by Val-li and Lucas (1992) and herein as the

Movenent-Ho1d Model .

The Movenent-Hold Model is discussed in sorne detail here,

not only because it provides insight into the segmental

structure of ASL signs generally, but also because it becomes

a useful tooÌ ín distinguishing features of certain signs

contained in the data in Chapter 3. Whenever the phonological

structure of a sígn is criticat to its discussion, or when the

signrs phonological shape is noteworthy, the Movenent-Hold

Model $¡il-I be used to ex¡rlÍcate this structure. It, should, of
course, be obvious that a conventional feature analysis of
vocally produced phonetic ¡nat.erial will_ not suffice for a

signed language, although the principles behind such an

analysis do hold.

Liddell and Johnson (1989) describe segments in sÍgn
]-anguages as consisting of a posture of the hand and an

activity. An articulatory bundLe, having to do with the

handrs posture, includes features reLatinq to 1) hand
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configuratÍon, 2) point of contact, that is, the location of

the hand including the part of the hand oriented toward or

corning in contact with the location, 3) facing, which

specifies a second location and the features specifying the

part of the hand facing that location, and 4) orientation,
specifying èhe plane to!¡ard which the paln or other salient
part of the hand is facing. The activity feature bundle

describes the nanner of movenent of the hand, if any.

Movenents, then, are segr ents rrdef Ínêd as periods of tí¡re

during which so¡ne aspect of articulation is in transítion.
Holds are defined as periods of tirne during whÍch a1l aspects

of the articulation bundle are in a steady staterr (1989:210).

Liddell and Johnson represent this system of segnentation

and feature bundles on two tiers, a segTmentaL and an

articulatory tier, connected by association lines, following
autosegrmental respresentation as discussed in coldsnith
(7976'). A generalized Movement-Ho1d Èfodel representation of
a three segmenÈ sign given in (1).
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rn (1) it can be seen that the segnnental tier is above the
articulatory tier, that a description of each new posture of
the hand is given below the segment at which it appears, and

that the posture is connect.ed by association l_ines to each
segTment for which it hol-ds true. The Movement segrment has
association lines drawn to posture ra, und.er the first Hold
and posture 'br under the second Hord because as the Movenent
begins, it necessarily begins with the sane posture as the
first HoJ.d, and when Ít reaches the f inal_ Hold, the hand rnust
assune the post,ure for that Ho1d. Separate posturês,
therefore, do not need to be specified for the Movenent

segnent unless, of course, a posture is evident during the
Movenent that differs from that of either the initial or final.
HoId.

The level_ of detail with which LiddelI and Johnson
describe segmental and articulatory features captures nost of
the sna11 but critical differences between sinilar signs
discussed in Chapter 3, but not, all features addressed in the
Movenent-HoLd Model are pertinent to the description of these
few signs. fn this section, I address only those features
frorn LiddeLL and Johnson that are applicable.
2 .2 . L , 1- Segmentai Features

As these features are described., an abbreviated word or
symbol is given in square brackets t l. These synbols
representing each feature appear in the feature matrix for
each sign. I have attempted to preserve as closely as
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possible the notation system Ín place, but deviate rninirnatly
when warranted.

a) Major Class

ASL has two rnajor classes! Hotds [H] and. Move¡nents [M],
defined in 2.2. 1 above. Holds are ahl¡ays stationary at a

given J-ocation. Movenents nay take the forn of a path fron
one Location to another, or nay involve a distinct change in
handshape or paln orientation.
b) Contour

Contour describes the path of novement between two

locations. Movements rnay be a straight line [str], round

[rnd], or a seven [7], whÍch is a rnovement that appears to
follov¡ the outline 6¡ ¿ tt7rr.5 [rnd] may be circuÌar or shaped

Iike an arc, in which case it is given the notation [arc].
[str] is considered a rtdefaultr contour, because if the hand

is located at the ínital [H] and then at the final [H] of a

IHMHI structure, the path the hand travels is identical_ to the
specified feature [str]. I,then this is the case, no feature ís
specified, and it is assumed that the hand noves along a

straight path.

c) QuaLÍty

A single quality feature concerns this study, that of
contact [c]. A [c] occurs when the hand ¡nakes contact with
another articulat,or during the course of a novement.

srrTrr is the 1abe1 attached to the novenent because of itsshape. The numericaL value is of no consequence.



d) Local Movenent

LocaL ¡novenents are not the sane as Movenent segîents,

but are smaII, repeated novements associated r,¡ith a singLe

segTrnent. One such LocaL movement is wiggling [wg1, in which

the fingers individual1y flutter slightJ_y back and forth. Of
j-mportance in this study is twisting [tr,r], in which the wrist
rotates slightly and repeatedly.

2.2. 7.2 Articulatory Features

The articuLatory features irnportant in this study are the
hand configuration and the point of contact cluster, composed

of the locatÍon, handpart, proximity, and spatial relation.
All possible vaLues are not listed here. Instead, r,¡hen a

feature matrix Ís given for a particular sign in chapter 3, it
is acconpanied by a key explicating the features of the

articuLatory bundle. Às we1I, if the artÍculatory features
differ for each hand during a two-handed sj_qn, a feature
natrix nust be given for each hand.

a) Hand Configuration.

LiddeLl and Johnson cl_ai¡n to have found over 150 hand

confign:rations in ASL. A set of sl¡nbols is used to designate
each config,uration, such as [1] for all fingers closed but the
index finger, and [H] for all fingers closed but the index and

middle, with these two fingers unspread (i.e., not apart) . No

senantic content is intended by the hand configuration labeLs.
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b) Locat,ion

The location refers to where the hand, as the prinary
articulator, is situated. This nay be in relation to a

location on the body, in the signing space around the head and

torso, or on the weak hand.6

Locations in the signerts space can be proximal [p], a

few inches away frorn the body, ¡nediaL [n], about an elbov¡

length away, distal [d], about a relaxed armrs length fron the
body, and extended [e], a ful_I arrn's length away. Location in
space rnust also be neasured from a nidline stretchinq out fron
the signer's chest. Signs nade at the rnidline are indicated
vrith a zero [0], those in Line with the ipsilateral (sane side
as the strong hand) breast by a one [1], and those in line
t¡ith the ipsilaterat shoul-der a two [2]. Thirdly, Iocation in
space rnust specify a height. These are given in the key for
each ¡natrix, but an example would be the shoulder tSHl . Thus,

a location at ¡nediaL distance tnl from the body, on the
midline [0], and at shoulder height [SH] would be notated as

ln-o-sHl .

c) Handpart

The handpart is the part. of the hand located at, or most

closely associated with, a given 1ocatíon.

,6elthough some signs are articuLated syrnmetrically byboth hands, nost are not. It is common tó refer to- the
dominant hand as the strong hand, and the non-do¡ninant, hand asthe v¡eak hand.
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d) Proxiníty
This refers to how close the handpart is to the location.

e) spatial Relation

The spatial rel-ation specifies the direction of the

handpart in relation to the location. For example, if the

hand during an initiaL Hold is to the side of a location Ít is
about to approach, this slot is labelled rripsitr (ipsílateraI)
if Ít is to the same side as the signerrs strong hand, or
rrcontratr (contralateral) if it is to the opposite side.

As an example, (2) gives the feature natrix for the sign

GOOD. This is a single-handed sign with a [HMH] (Hold-]Iove-

Hol-d) segEnental confign¡ration.

(2) GooD IHMHI

ha¡rd cotrfLg
| ù¡Br¡dparts

poinÈ of I proxinity
contacc I spaÈisl

I rêIâÈion
I toeation

l(êv:

B^u^ fIaE hsr¡d,
tl¡u¡tb ouE

PDFI fir¡geE pads
BK8I bÂck of

flnEers
c conÈBcË
LP liPs

n-o-CH ¡oedÍÊI-
rÀl dL ine-
ëhira.

2.3 Topic-Conment Struéture

Some kind of infor¡national. coherence must exisÈ betv¡een

propositions for discourse to be connected (Givón 1984).

Infornation the speaker presupposes the addressee to know, or
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inforrnation that is already shared by the speaker and

addressee is considered rroldrr infornation, while rneÍ¡rr

infor¡nation is that which is asserted, in other $¡ords,

infornation the speaker does not presuppose the addressee to
know. The old, or presupposed, inforrnation is the topic of
the discourse. Haiman (l-979a) describes the topic as

sornething relevant, and therefore extra-l inguistic, agreed

upon by the speaker and addressee, thereby constituting the
framer,¡ork for the discourse which follows,

Some languages have a granmaticalized topic, which is
extra-clausal- and rnay be narked norphologically as topic.
This analysÍs of Mandarin Chinese has been given by Li and

Thornpson (1976, 1981), who suggest that languages nay be

subj ect-proninent, such as English7, or topic-prorninent, such

as Mandarin. Li and Thompson present evidence that topics in
Mandarin differ fron subjects in that they are not required to
be argunents of the verb, and. that, a sentence nay have both a

subject and a topic. Significantly, topic-conment structure
is considered a basic sentence type in topic-proninent
languages. Topics in Mandarin are clause-initial, nay be

followed by a pause, and may optionally be marked with a topic

tThis is not to say that a subj ect-prominent language
cannot rnark topics in so¡ne way, by foi exarnple, cleftin!, ásin (i).
(i) It was Martin who I saw there.
Such sentence structures, however, would not be consíderedbasic in subj ect-pro¡ninent languages.
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tnarking particl-e. An exarnple fron Mandarin is given in (3).
The topic is underlined.

(3) Neì:chang r¡u5 xìngkui xiaofang-auì talthat-CL fire fortunate fire-brigade corne

de Xuii (Li e Thonp son 1976.462)adv.particle quick

That fire. (topic), fortunately the fire-brigade came
qu j. ck Iy.

Topic-comment structures appear frequently in AsL.,, and

have been analyzed by Baker and Cokely (1980) and others as a
kínd of sentence structure akin to questions and irnperatives.
Janzen (1995), however, proposes that topic-comment structures
ín ASL are a basic sentence type, and therefore ÀSL can be

considered a topic-prorninent, rather than a subj ect-proninent,
language .

ASL has been described as having basic SVO word order
(Fischer 1975, Liddell 1980), aLthough a nunber of other word

orders are possible. For exarnple, it is cotnmon to positíon
both subject and object in J.oci before signing the agreement

verb, ín which case the order wouLd be Sov.

The topic position in AsL, tike Mandarin, j.s clause_
initial and nay be foLlowed by a pause. Topics are narked
morphological J.y by raised eyebrows and a slight head ti1t,
although see 3.2.3 below for a discussion of prototypical.ity
in topic rnarking in AsL. Topics in asl are aLso extra_
clausa1, and are not equivalent to the subject in that they
are not required to be argurnents of the verb. In fact, a

number of elements can be topics, as witl be seen throughout
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Chapter 3, but severaL examples are given here in (4) to (6).
Nonmanual topic narkers have the notation fl_____;grr.

t neg
(4) PAT, NOT-HERE (Baker and Cokely 1980:153)

As for Pat, hers not here/pat is not here.8

tt(5) poss.1 DAUGHTER D-A-N-Aa, poss.3a FRTEND(b) poss.3b BooK

FINTSH bBORROW. YESTERDAY FTNTSH

As for ny daughÈer Danal , and as for her friend,, sherborrowed herj book yesterday/my dauqhter' Danaborrowed her friendrs book yesterãay.

t
(6) MAN BRING BOOK, DOUBT (Janzen 1995:68)

Às for the man bringing Èhe book, I doubt itlI doubt thenan is bringing the book.

In (4) the topic pAT al-so appears to be the subject.
Àrgunents are frequently nu13. in ASL, holrever, so that a

possible analysis of ( ) night be pAT(topic), (pRo.3) NoT_HERE

lrhere syntactically the pronominal is in subject position, and

the lexical iten pAT is extra-clausal. In other words, they
are co-referenced, but have different syntact,ic properties.
This possibility, J.ike many others surfacing in this study, is
left for further research. In (5), we see two topics, not
conrnonly found in langnrages, but perhaps it is possible in ÀSL

to build the presupposed information in several sequential

sTranslations for topic-cornrnent sentencês are usuallygiven. first -as paralleLs of the topíc u"ã 
"ã"r*ã"tconstituents, but because they are under;tood to be basicstructures_in AsL, unlike. ¡narkèd topic sentences in fngiisñ,a more equivalent translation is added.
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steps. Àgain, this notion is not addressed further here.
What is noteworthy in (5) is that the second topic is neither
the subject nor the object of the verb. fn (6) the entire
subordinate cl-ause is in topic position.

These few exarnples serve to illustrate topic rnarking in
ÀSL. As was rnentioned, many more exarnples are listed in
Chapter 3. The terms trtopic rnarkingr and rtopical-ization are

used interchangably for the purpose of this discussion, but f
make no claims here regarding whether or not const,ituents move

from eLsewhere in the sentence into topic positíon. Rather,
it, will be assu¡ned that topics appear where they do as part of
the basic sentence structure, and sentences in v¡hich the sane

constituent appears eLsewhere in the conrnent have a different
sentence conf iguration.
2.4 Sunmary of Chapter 2

In this chapter f have outlined some basic grarnrnatÍcaI

features of ASL that wi1l give the reader sufficient
background for the discussion of ti¡ne referencing in ASL, in
Chapter 3. I have shown that signs can be analyzed as havíng
a sequentiaL internaL structure using the Movenent-Hold Model

developed by Liddell and Johnson (rg94), and outlined briefly
the three classes of verbs and some of their norphology fron
Padden (1988, l-990). Last, I have discussed topic-proninence
in ÀSL, a feature fundanental to the ensuing study.
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Chaptêr 3

The Currênt Data a¡dl àDaIysíE

3.L Introduction
As stated earlier in 1.5, it has long been assumed that

ASL is a Language that does not mark tense on its verbs, and

instead, that ternporal adverbs are positioned sentence-

initiatly t,o set the tirne reference for, or rttensingr, the
verbs that come l-ater in the sentence. In fact, it has been

reported that all verbs thaË fotlow the LexicaJ_ tenporal
reference, even in subsequent sentences, fall under the scope

of the given time reference until a new ti¡ne reference is
stated. While it nay be that temporal adverb phrases often do

appear clause-initial ly, there are many exarnpJ-es, as v¡i11 be

seen below, where they appear after the verb in a sentence, or
where no lexical tÍne reference appears at all, and yet, the
sentence is clearly situated in a particular ti¡ne-frarne
relative to the ti¡ne of speakíng. Às such, the above analysís
is ¡nuch too sirnplistic, and as wi1l be seen, does not in any

way account for the structure of nany ÀSL sentences.

This being the case, several questions tnerit
considerat,ion. First, are there in fact other nechanisrns,

eíther rnorphological or periphrastic, that function as tense

narkers in ASL? ft is reasonable to expect that tirne
referencíng in ASL is so¡newhat rnore conplex than has been

stated by nost authors (cf . Baker & Cokel_y 1980, Va]ti & Lucas

L992) , especially given that one should be able to, and. can,
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discuss complex tenporal notions such as past in the past, or
v¡hen discourse moves back and forth between tine periods.

second, if additional tense rnarkers exj.st, how do these
and tenporal adverbials interact? In many J-anguages

coLlocation of tense markers and temporal adverbials does

occur, but a lack of tense marking alongside 1exical_ temporal
adverbials is attested. Co¡nrie (1985) lists Man (Mayan,

spoken in cuatenala and Mexico) and Jamaican creole (Indo_

European roots, spoken in .Tamaica) as languages where tense
rnarking is ornitted when tÍne adverbiaÌs are present in a

sentence. For exarnple, in Marn, tna rrecent pastr and o rpastr

are sentence-Ínitial tense partl,cles. With the insertion of
eew ryesterdayr Ínto these sentences, however, the absence of
the tense particle is obligatoryl. Given that temporal
adverbials havê been the focus of time referencj.ng and. rtenserl

description in ÀSL to date, is it possible for a situaÈion to
exÍst similar to languages such as Mam and Jamaican creole?

Third, if temporaJ. adverbs are not required to be in
sentence- initial position, what positions can they occur in,
and nore importantJ-y, what motivates the variation Ín their
pos it ioning?2

lco¡nrie's data co¡ne frorn England (l_983).

'There are further questions to address/ but v¡hich arenot ger-nane to the discussion in this study. 'for examplé, iftime adverbs appearing sentence-initially- ctid act ià ããi't¡,.tine reference for rnuttiple rightward veibs, and it coutd beshown that such adverbs also ocóur post-verbåI1y, do the sarneeffects spread leftward? If so, do they have-more tiran àneclause under their scope? These are, pe-rhaps, questions for
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In this chapter I first present data in srhich tenporal
adverbs do not ahrays appear sentence- initial ly, and discuss

the topic-conment structure of ÀSL sentences as a motivation
in deter¡nining their position. I wiLl present data showing

that tenporal adverb phrases appear in both sentence-initial
and sentence-final position, whether or not there ís a

morphologicalJ-y marked topic as in (1) to (4), but, aì.so that
ternporal adverbs appear sentence-nedially, either in the finaL
position of the topic phrase or in the first position of the
corn¡nent phrase, when the sentence has topic-com¡nent structure,
as in (5) and (6). This rnedial position does not, obtain when

t,he sentence does not have a rnorphologicaÌly marked topic.
(1) to (6) thus represents the distribution of tenporal adverb

phrases in ASL.

t
(1) YESTERDÀY, MÀN BRTNG BOOK

The rnan brought the book over yesterday.

t
(2) MY FRIEND COME WINNTPEG YESTERDAY

My friend cane to Winnipeg yesterday,

(3) TOMORROW PRO.1 WORK I-T-P

Tonorrour I work at the interpreter training progran.
(4) PRO.1 WORK I-T-P TOMORROW

I work at the interpreter training program tomorrow.

further study.
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(5) DEAF CAI4P MEETTNG TOMORROW CÀNCEL

As for the Deaf camp neetj_ng tomorrow, it was
cancelled/the Dêaf carnp rneeting for tornorrow was
cancellêd.

(6) KNOI,T-THAT D-L-P Two.YEÀR.Aco ESTABLISH

As for the Deaf Literacy program, it was set up two years
ago/the Deaf Literacy progran was set up two years
ago .

Further, I l-ook at a set of tense and aspect markers,

prinarily having to do lrith events previous to a given point
in tine, that indicate how ÀSL narks such notions whether or
not Lexical- temporal adverbials are present in the clause.

These tense and aspect narkers are discussed as menbers of
gramrnaticalization chains along several pathways that have the
full verb FINISH as their starting point. present and future
are not addressed ín this part of the study.

Third, I discuss the notion of nonnanual tense narkíng,
presenting tentative data suggesting that a conbination of
certain facíaL gestures and body postures nay constitute
inflectionaL tense norphology on AsL verbs.

3 .1-.7 Lexical 7abe7s

An inherent difficulty with representing ASL signs on the
written page is clear and consistent notation. Typical_ly ASL

is represented by English glosses that as cLoseLy as possible
correspond to the neaning of the sign. UnfortunateJ-y, such

glosses give no clue as to the phonologicaL structure of the
sign. Most signifÍcant for this study is the sign glossed as
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FINISH, described ín detail below. Às ni]l be seen, thêre are

instances where the sígn corresponds to the English verb to
finish, and instances v¡hen this is not the rnost fitting
correspondence. Às I progress through the data that fol1ow,
I describe the phonological forns of the signs, their
functions, and their rneanings. FINISH is used as a gJ_oss

inÍtia]1y3, but as each usage is addressed in detail I wíI1
suggest a more expLicit and specific labeI, such as

FïNISH.MÀIN, FINISH.AUXrou".), or BE. FTNTSHED r."^pr , $rhich wiLL

then be used throughout the rernaining dj-scussion.

Likewise, certaj-n grarnmatical features having to do vrith,
for example, the position of the head and shoulders, or
specific facíal ¡narkers, appêar to contribute signifícant.Iy to
the following discussion of tense and aspect narking. These

are not, however, included in the notation of early exanple

sentences beLow because the significance of these examples

lies in other lexical features. But eventually as v¡e need to
pay particular attention to these non-nanual facial and body

gestures, I introduce the¡n into the discussion, and include
them as part of the regular sentence gl_oss.

- 'FINI.sH is frequently used as a gloss in exarnples takenfron previous authors, obscuring variations ín phõnological
forni and perhaps function. These witl not be reanãlyzed áere,although at ti¡nes the sentence structure matches that of t'hecurrent data sufficiently for inferences to be made.



3.2 Tenporal adverb pJ:rases in topic-comment, structure
3.2.7 Tenporal adverbs in AsL

Temporal adverbs characterize an action, event or state
as occurring in relation t,o a given t,irne or períod of tirne,
and as such have the entire sentence under their scope (Givón

1984 ) .

Tine marking in ASL has been said to follow a ltine line¡'
¡narked by actual space within the range of the signer's
Itsigning spacerr (Friedman 1975, Klima and BeIIugi 1979, Baker

and Cokely 1980), r,rith future time references indicated along
a line extending forward fron the signer, past references
along a line extending back behind the signer, and with the
signerrs body at the deictic centre, that is, the present,.

Under this analysÍs, temporal. signs can be shown to be Located

further away from the body if either ¡nore rernotely future or
rernotely past, and located closer to the body if nearer in
past or future ti¡ne.

Sone exanples of ASL tenporal adverbs are YESTERDÀY,

FEW.DAY.PAST ra fer,¡ days âgo', LONG.TIME.AcO, TOMORROW,

FEI{. DAY. FIIrURE, and TODÀY (or NOW), illustrated in Figmre 3.1.
ASL nakes productive use of what Baker and cokely (1980) refer
to as number incorporation, in v¡hich a tenporal_ noun such as

WEEK (Figure 3.2a) enploys a handshape for a number, such as
Itv¡or or rthreer, on the strong hand. In addition, the sign
can add a change in rnov¡nent and location features, either
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I

I

A) YESTERDAY b) FEÌ{.DÀY.PÀST c) LONG.TTME.AGO

d) TOÌ.{ORROW E) FEW. DAY. FIIPURE f) TODAY (NOr,¡)

Figure 3.1: LexÍcal tenporal adverbs (a, d, f: Humphries,
Padden and OrRourke 1980i b, c, e: Baker and Coke]_y 19go).

forward or back, to indicate relation in ti¡ne to the nonent of
speaking. Nunber incorporation and the addition of ¡novement

and location features are illustrated by TIíO.WEEK.PÀSB rtv¡o

weeks agor (3.2b) and TWO.WEEK.FUTURE rts¡o weeks from nowl

(3.2c). Of course there are other classes of tenporal adverbs

in AsL, such as adverbs índicating duration like ALL. WEEK raLl

$reek longr and FOR.TWO.DAY rfor tv¿o daysr, but dj.scussion of
these goes beyond what is needed to orient the reader to the
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basÍc structure of tenporal adverbials for the purpose of the

dÍscussion below.

a) WEEK b) Tr{o.WEEK.PAST c) TWO.WEEK.FIIrURE

Figure 3.22 Nunber incorporation by
reference by rnovernent/ location features
and Cokely 1980).

handshape and tirne
(adapted from Baker

3.2.2 Adverbs as topics

Given the frarnework of topic proninence in ASL discussed

ín 2.3, it seerns logical that ternporal adverb phrases often
appear as syntactically narked topics. As was sholrn, subjecÈ

and object NPs can frequently be topics, but other ele¡nênts

can be as well, and tine expressions are good candidates.

Topic position is reserved for rroldrr infornation, or that
which the signer presupposes the addressee to have so¡ne

knowledge about. It is a reference point understood by both

signer and addressee, to which some new infor¡nation is
subsequent.ly added. Tine expressions, such as YESTERDÀY in
(1), given again here as (7), and fWo.MoNTH.pAST rtwo ¡nonths

ago' in (8) act as reasonable, easily accessible reference
points betr,reen the signer and addressee, in which the signer
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is in effect stating, rronce we understand (or are both

oriented to) the ti¡ne-frame I put, f orr.rard, this is what I wish

to say about it'r.
t

(7) YESTERDAY, MÀN BRTNG BOOK

The man brought the book over yesterday.

t
(8) TWO.MONTH.PAST, PRO.1 r,fOIN.TO. N-A-D" (Baker & Cokely

798o. 4o2)

Tr.¡o months ago, I joined the NAD (Nationat Associatíon of
the Deaf).

As was seen in 2.3 the topic rnay consist of a phrase

longer than a simple NP or nay even be a whoLe clause, and in
this section we see that it may be a tenporaL adverb phrase.

It is cornmon to find a tirne expression as part of a ¡nuch

longer topicalized element, as in (9), where once aga.i.n the
time expression is clause-initial.

con
(9) rrur¡4l\flrftr T$¡o.WEEK.PÀST SATI'RDAY pARTy, #FUN* llWOW''++

(Baker & cokely 1980:198)

Hey, as for the party two weeks ago on Saturday, it sure
vJas fun/the party on Saturday tr¿o weeks ago sure was
fun !

'Baker and cokely (1980) treat segments such as this as
ext.ra-sententia I conversational openers meant to gaín theattention of the intended addressee, [U]î,f¡Ír is norê like agesture than a sign, rnade ¡,¡ith one hand extended and the
f il'9ers fluttering slightly. I{hil_e this segment is notcriticat to the structure of the clause in quãstion (being
outside the sentence), Ít does suggest that thã sentencè doesnot occur in the middle of the conversation, but is the
opening sentence. Às such, the content of the topic has not
been previously stated in this discourse segment -between thetwo participants. The signer rnust be assurning, therefore,that the addressee has prior knowledge of the tôpic content.
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fn (9) the tenporal adverb phrase TWO.$IEEK.PÀST SÀTURDAY is
not only contained in the topic, which as a r,¡hole is in
sentence-initial position, but it is also the first elernent, of
the topical-ized phrase. Note aLso that in this sentence the
comment consists solely of an adjectival predicate.
3.2.3 PîototypicaTity in narking temporaL adverbs as topics

Having said this, it should be recalled that not every

sentence in AsL has a morphologÍcaIly narked topic. Tirne

expressions ¡nay appear clause-initially without being marked

by raised eyebrows, head ti1t, or follosred by a slight pause.

Exanpl-es taken from the literature, such as (10) and (11),

have no morphologically identifiabLe topic marking.

nods
(10) ToMORROW PRo.1 GO-SToRE WILL pRO.1 (VaILÍ e

Lucas 1992:266)

I will go to the store to¡norrow.

(11) YESTERDÀY PRO.1 sEE FRIEND (Meier 1990:182)

Yesterday I sar,r a friend.
While it ¡nay be possible that the reported sentences

sÍrnpty do not include notation for overt topic marking, such

sentences do exist. They nay, however, be rare. Bakêr and

CokeLy (1980), for exanple, report hundreds of sample

sentences in their gramnar of ÀSL, and in aLrnost every case

where the sentence begins with a temporal adverb phrase, it is
also notated as having topic marking.

fualli and Lucas explain WILL as adding emphasis ratherthan indicating future. I suggest, howevér, that it is a
rnodal signal).ing intention.
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Tr.¡o explanations for (10) and (11) nay be considered.

First, it could be the case, given that not every sentence in
ASL has a norphologícally marked topic, that in non-topic-
comment structured sentences, the fírst position is
syntacËícally an equally viable position for a tenporal adverb

to be sÍtuated.

the second ex¡llanation, and the one adopted here,
suggests that full gram'natical narking on topícs would be the
prototypJ.cal case, but that sententLal elements do function as

topics even if they do not receive prototypical topic narking.
For Mandarin Chinese, L,i and Thonpson (1931) list two forrnal

properties of topics, one obllgatory and the other not.
Topics in Mandarin are obtigatoríIy in sentence-initíaI
position, but separation fron the rest of the sentence by a

pause or one of several particles, a (ya, , me, ne or Þa , is
optional. LÍ and Thompson refer to these as rpause particlesrl
or topic narkers, and suggest that they are not connonly used.

fn (12) the topic appears without a topic narker, whereas in
(13) the identical sentence is given but wÍth the topic narker
inserted.

(L2l ''ài-z¡i crXu *ð yIii"g kàn-gruo 1e

that-CL dog I already see-Exp CRs

That dog I have already seen.

( 13 ) nài-zrrï sðt,

that-Cl dog

[fi"J , ,rð yYiine kàn-suo le( nej
I already see-Exp CRS
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That dog, I have already seen.

As v/as seen ín 2.3 syntactic characteristics, such as ho!, the

topic interacts with the verb in the conunent (by not being an

argunent of the verb), are nore critical in identífying the

topic.
ïn ÀSL, Aarons, Bahan, Kegl and Neidle (1992) find the

typical brow raise and head tiJ-t topic markers to be optional,
along with síde to side body shifting and pause breaks. This

would seern to indícate then, that elements in both Mandarin

and ASl, can function as topics !¡hether or not they are

acconpanied by all or any rnorphological topic narkers, as long

as they are in sentence-initial position. In the case of ASL,,

where various ¡narkers are possible but unlikeLy to all occur

together, there appear to be several prototypical topic
narkers, sentence-initial position, the brow raÍse, head ti1t,
and pause break. These are the ones ¡nost often ¡nentioned as

identifying the topic (see, for exa¡npl-e, Baker and Cokely

L980, Baker 1980, Valli and L,ucas L992).

The question of lirhat ¡notivates the presence or absence of
norphological topic narkers is not one that can be answered

here, but is worthy of future consideration. Given the nu¡nber

of options available to ÀSL signers for markÍng topics, one

could assuÍle that either there are various types of topics
each narked in a different vray, or that, topicality is in so¡ne

vtay scalar. civón (1990), it is intersting to note, rejects
the notion of scalar distinctions generally in topic marking,
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suggesting instead that in 1anguages which nark topics
syntactically, an elenent is either a topic or it isn't, that
is, the contrast is binary6. The optionality of rnorphoJ-ogical

narkers, whether none, one or severaL, seens to question such

discreteness.

While it is unclear whether or not the situation Ín ASL

suggests any degree of topicality, it v¡ould indicate that
elenents may function as topics v¡ithout the prototypical
granmatical markers. The point to be made here is that
sentence-initial temporal adverb phrases are considered
topical q'hether or not they are additionally narked

6The discussion of discreteness versus non-discretenessor scalarity in ÀsL is interesting on several fronts. liffo_Martin and Klima (1990) describe the potential for an inii"ii"
nu¡nber. of spatial loci avairable in-which to locate inããxãaprononinal references. Liddett (1990), among ã¡h;;;;discusses the interact-ion of syntactiò space and tópotogicaispace, in which cLassifier. predicates rnovè througn =þaãã'[n"tcannot be said to be diviáed into discrete uni1s. ' secãnã,sorne signs, such as IMPROVE shown here, appear to have àscalar final location feature at virtualLy' anli'point afãnä lnesignerrs arn.

IMPROVE (Hunphries, padden and OrRourke 19BO)

Third, nonmanual features for granmatical cornponents such astopic structures are. pï_esent, perhaps styri'sticãi1y;-;; -.
scale of barely perceptable to veiy ¡naiked. That is, Éú. ¡ro*raise- may. be sliqht to exaggeratèd vrÍthout., accordinq to rnyconsuLtants, altering .the ãegree of percéivea topióailtv.Further investigation in this area is not the tocüs of tñeplllglt dj.scussion, but it is mentioned here because it is anaq(rrcl_ona] dimensÍon of the prototypicality of topic markingrnorphology.
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norphologically. Those not ¡narked ¡norphoLogically as topics
are not viewed as extraordinary, although they do seem to be

rarer than those with topic rnarking, and for our discussion of
rnore prototypicai.ly ¡narked phrases, will not be taken to be

exceptions in any relevant way.

3.2.4 Tenporal adverbs in non-topic positions
The exanpl-es in 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 all do support the rti¡ne

reference firstrr rur-e. The time expressions are ar.I sentence-
initial, even when other materÍal is present in the topic, and

as such, are all preverbal. A problen surfaces, however,
because vre can find nany ÀSL sentences in which the tênporaL
adverb phrase is not sentence-initial and not preverbal as in
(14) and (15). (7) is repeated here for comparison.

t
(7) YESTERDAY, MÀN BRING BOOK

The nan brought the book over yesterday.

t
(14) MAN BRING BOOK, YESTERDÀY

The man brought the book over yesterday.

(15) KNOW-THÀT MEETTNG W-F-D, EUROPE ONE.YEÀR.FUTURE STJ¡,ÍI.{ER
(Baker & cokely 1980 )

As for the world Federation of the Dêafrs (next)
conference, it is next sunmer in Europe/the 'worlil
Federation of the Deafrs (next) conferènãe is next
su¡n¡ner in Europe.

In (14) we have a sentence that is the counterpart to (7),
this tine with the tenporal adverb as the conment rather than
the topic. Sernantically, (7) and (14) convey roughly the same

infornation, but pragrrnatíca11y, the focus is slightly
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different. In (71 the signer was presenting the new

infor¡nation that the nan brought the book over (perhaps the
addressee had no idea Í"hat happened the day before) , vrhereas

in (74), the ner,¡ infor¡nation is that the event occurred.
yesterday (here the addressee knows the book carne, but has no

idea when). YESTERDAY in (14) appears as the conment, because

it is the new infornation. fn (15) the signer presents
material, narked as the topic, as infor¡nation he presupposes

the addressee to know. À paraphrase of the topic rnight be
rryou know the world Federation of the Deafrs next conference?rl
as a kind of rhetorical question. The signer's assunption is
that the addressee would respond affirnatively (except that
the question does not require a response), but would not knov¡

$then and where the conference is being he1d, and thus is being
told by the signer. It nay not be coincidental that such
topics resemble questions. yes-No questions are rnarked in ASL

with a brow raise, widened eyes, the head tiLted f orr,¡ard, eye_
gaze naintained at the addressee, and. often with the final
sign held (Baker and Cokely 1980) . The basic difference
between the non¡nanual narkers of topics and ves-No questions,
it would seen, is Èhe direction of the held tilt, since raised
eyebrows and eye-gaze directed at the addressee are
characteristic of topic rnarking as we117. The sinitarity has

. tf an not convinced that rwidened eyesr is adistinguishing feature of question marking, ¡"i'"ot t""iãnarking, since it appears to be a prrysioiãgic;l ;;;"tt';ãraising _the evebrows and tilting tnê ire"d ròi*Àia-"iriiãlooking directly at the ad.dressee.
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bêen noted in other langß¡ages as we11. In Hua (corokan: papua

Ne!, Guinea), vrhere topics arê grarnnatically narked, the
interrogative -rze is also found as the topic narker, as in
(16) from Hai¡nan (1985:37).

(16) Dgaino-ve ugue

I - interroga¡i v's 1=r,¡il1=go

As for ne, I wiLl go.

Hai¡nan (!978) clairns that topics resemble questions for Hua

speakers, a pause nay be given after a topic as a rhetorical
device aIlowíng the addressee to assent, and once the
addresseers assent is granted, the topic marked Np is
understood as a given for both speaker and hearer.

Although there is no verb in the conment of (15), the
tenporal adverb phrase oNE. YEAR. FIrruRE SUMMER Inext sunmer r is
clause-final. ÀSL does not nake use of a copuLa, but the
sentence as a whoLe does speak about an event taking pLace,
and fron the adverb phrase we know it occurs in the future.
Sentences (14) and (15), then, show that ternporal adverbs can
be positÍoned postverbally and clause-finally, having the
verb, or the event if no verb is present, to the Left under
their scope.

of additional int,erest is the sign KNOW_THAT8 r,¡hich
Cokely and Baker (1980) suggest clearly indicates thaÈ the
signer expects the addressee to have prior knowledge about the

. 
uThis sign is so¡netirnes glossed KNOW-WELL because theneaning suggests rrto kno!¡ witho-ut questionrr.
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content of the topic. This sign seens to have grarnmaticalized

ar,tay sonewhat fron the full verb KNow rto knor,¡r in ÀSL to rnean

essentially tmy topic is...r, it nonetheless maintains sone

verb-like qualities, because it can atso be used to introduce
a Yes-No question as in (17).

(77) KNOW-THÀT Ì{OMAN ÀRRIVE

Do you know for sure the wornan arríved?
I{hile the futurê ti¡ne-fra¡ne indicated by the adverbial
sequence ONE.YEÀR.FUTURE ST MMER in (15) has the event of the
conference being in Europe in its scope, the sane cannot be

true for KNoW-THÀT, which speaks to the present.

Sentences (18) and (19), and sinilarly (20) and (2:-) , are
pairs in which (18) and (20) show a temporaL adverb ín topic
posítion, $¡hereas (19) and (21) are their counterpart in whích

some other eLenent occupies the topic position and the
temporal adverb ís positioned in the conment

postverba 1Iy.

t
(18) LAST.Ì{EEK, pRO.1 FTNISH MEET R-E-G

As for Last v¡eek, I met Reg/I met Reg last week.

t
(19) KNOW R-E-G, PRO.1 FINTSH MEET LAST.WEEK FTNISH

Às for Reg, I met him last week/I did ¡neet Reg last
v¡eek.

t
(2o) NEXT.I¡IEEK, FUTIIRE SEE B-I-L-L

As for next week, I wilL see Bitt/frll see Bill next
v¡eek .
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t
(21) KNOW B-T-L-L, FUTIJRE SEE NEXT.I{EEK

Às for 8i11, f r11 see hin next week/IrIl- see Bill next
v¡eek.

It is clear there are other elenents such as FINISH in these

exarnpì-es that have to do vrith the time-frame of the event, and

these wil-l- be di.scussed ín ¡nore detaiL in 3 . 4 ,. however, the

focus for the nonent is on the position of the adverb.

(22), repeated fro¡n (5), is an additional exanple !¡hich

has two topic positions,e and again !¡ith a postverbal tenporal

advêrb, YESTERDAY, in the corunent. Note that YESTERDÀY is not

sentence-final in (22), but FINISH in sentence-final position
v¡i1l- be discussed in 3.4.4.

'That. ÀSL sentences nay have rnore than one narked topic
has been rnentioned above. In ASL the possessive is not
expressed as is the English enclitic rtrsrt, but by the sequence

possesserr possessive-pronouni NP

where the possesser forms a constituent separate fro¡n its
possess j.ve pronoun + NP. This is seen in (22) rr¡here a
possesser FRIEND is narked as topic, but the possessíve
pronoun + NP POSS.3 BOOK is not (also, it, is possible for
other ele¡nents to co¡ne between the possesser and the
possessive pronoun. Another example of sequenced topics cornes
fron Baker and Cokely (1980:138). Their labels for the two
topics are tr_Ela-l-l-þI (brow raise)rr and tt_th lrhetoricalquestion)rr respecti.vely, but these narkers are essentiaJ-Iy
ident,ical to topic markers, so I have reptaced thern with thã
standard "JL" in (i) .

tt
(i) EAT FINISH I^tHo PAY YoURSELVES

As for when yourve eaten, and as for lrho pays (the bilL),
it wilL be yourselves.
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(22) p#A" possJ. FRt'END{b) poss.3b BooK
FINISH bBORROW. YESTERDÀY FINTSH

My daughter Dana borrowed her friendrs book yesterday.
Exanple (6), repeated here as (23), and (24) to (29), horrever,

shov¡ another alternative. With these, the tenporal adverb is .

¡nedial in the sentence, but when the topic-com¡nent structure
of each sentence is considered, a pattern clearly emerges.

(27) natches the above exarnples in v¡hich the tenporal adverb
is sentence-initial and in the topic, but is included here as

a cornparison in the discussion of (28). I

(23) KNOW-THÀT D-L-P TWO.YEÀR.AGO ESTABIJISH

Às for the Deaf l.,it:5acy progran, it was set, up two yers
ago/the Deaf Literacy progran lras set up-two yêars
ago .

t
(24) I-T-p TOMORROW pRO.1 WORK INDEX.

As for the interpreter training program, I work there
tonìorrohr/ I work at the interpretei training progran
tomorrot¡.

t
(25) DEÀF CÀ.t{p TOMORROW MEETING

Às for the Deaf carnp, the rneeting is tornorrow/the Deaf
canp neeting is tonorrow.

t _np nod(26) KNOW-THÀT P-À-T, RECENT BUy CAR (Baker &
Cokely 1980 3 161)

As for pat, he just bought. a car/pat just bought a car. i

(27) SIIWER pRo.1 WoRK BUy cAR (rshan & Lane Lg94t2s7)
If I work this sumrner, I r¡ri1l buy a car .
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(28) PRO.1 WORK SUI'IMER, BUY cAR

If I work this sunrner, I wilt buy a car.
In (23) to (25) Ít can be seen that the ternporal adverb is
positioned after the topic, as the first elenent of the phrase

or clause that forms thê conment. Each of these sentences has

a counterpart in which the tenporal adverb falls sentence-

finally, although ¡ny consultant often found one or the other
preferable depending on the pragmatic context. This woutd

indicate, then, that both first and last position are víable
for the placement of these adverbs. fn (26) the recent past

tine referencelo is positioned sirnilarly at the beginning of
the co¡nment. Each of these adverbs ¡nust be considered as part
of the new information in these sentences.

fn (27) and (28) the time adverb neaning rthis surn¡ner I is
contained in the protasis of a conditional clause.
Conditional cLauses in ASL are also narked by nonrnanual

granrnatical narkers: brow raise, head tilt (possibly slightly
to one side), ând an optional pause between the protasis and

the apodosis (Baker & CokeLy 1990, Va1li & Lucas tgg2r. As

with Yes-No questions, I doubt that the sirnilarity in
grarnrnatical narking of conditionals and topics in ASL, is
entj-rely coincidental. Hainan (1928a) discusses a si¡niLar
connection in Hua, and in fact, suggests that conditionals nay

- _ 
totl,-" sign RECENT, also often glossed as RECENTLY,usually Èhought of as a ternporal advàrb. See 3.5 belowfurther discussion of near past narking.

1S
for
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universally be considered as a kind of topic. Critical to
this discussion is that Ín (27) the tenporal adverb SUI'ÍI{ER

Ithis (corning) su¡ûner I is also the first eLement in the
protasis, v¡hile in (28) it is not, appearing Ínstead
postverbalLy. In each case, however, the verb uloRK is
understood to be a future action, that is, occurring rnext

sunmerrr. Gran¡naticality judgrenents of ny consult,ants suggest

that (27) and (28) are equally viable, without any change in
neaning.

civen the above structure, it is clear that ASL aLLor,rs

ternporal adverb phrases to occupy the topic position if they
for¡n all or part of the presupposed or reference inforrnation,
but if they constitute all or part of the new ínf orrnat,ion,

they are found in the comment. But given (29) to (33), this
does not explain the ful] distribution, because ASL aLso has

tenporal adverb phrases in sentences without morphologically
¡narked topics.
(29) NEXT.WEEK pRO.1 FUTT RE SEE R-E-c

I will see Reg next lreek.

(30) YESTERDAY PRO.1 FTNISH MEET R-E-G

I net Reg yesterday.
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(31) pRo.1 pAsrll woRK THERE eAST (THREE¡12 THREE. MoNTH
(Cogen 7977.2O5)

I was working there three nonths ago.

nod
(32) .JOHN .FLyb bCÀLIFORNIA I,AST. Ì{EEK. ENaroy SUNBATHE+++

(Lillo-Martin 1986 : 421)

John flew to Californía last, week. (Hets) enjoyÍng a lot
of sunbathing.

(33) PRo.3 WrLL t4ovE TEXAS NEXT.WEEK (van Hoek rggz?Lg|')

He's going to nove to Texas next r^¡eek. (translation mine)

fn (29) and (30) the temporal adverbs are in first position,
but are not marked as topics. fn (31) cogen does not rnark any

el-enent as topic, and although none of her exarnples indicates
non¡nanual narking, r^re can assune that (31) has no

norphoJ.ogical topic narker since the sentence is grarnrnatical

without it. In (31) the tenporal adverb THREE. MONTH rthree

nonths (ago) I is sentence-final. LiLlo-Martin gives (32), and

van Hoek (33), also in which no topics appear, and once again

the temporal adverbs are postverbal. This shows, then, that
temporal adverbs can be clause-init,ial or clause-final- with or
without nonnanuaL topic rnarking in the sentence.

What, then, is the case for clause-rnedial tenporal
adverbs in sentences without nonrnanually marked topics? while

ttCogen describes this sign asrra flat
backward, motions over the shoulder toward
the earrr (p.199), different frorn the sign
described in the present study.

open pa1m, facing
the space behind

inidcating tpastl

ttcogen describes this as an isolated sign preceding
THREE.MONTH, perhaps to signify ernphasis.
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it has been shown that these adverbs can appear clause-
initially and clause-fínally, (34) to (37) sholr that medial

positions are disallov¡ed.

(34)

(3s)

b.

a.

b.

t
I-T-P TOMORROI{ PRO.1 WORK TNDEXa

*T-T-P TOMORROW PRO.1 }¡ORK INDEX.

t
DEÀF CÀMP TOMORROW MEETTNG

*DEÀF CÀIIP TOMORROW MEETTNG

(36) ¡*PRo.1 WoRK ToMoRRol{ I-T-P

(37) *PRO.I TOMORROW WORK T-T-P

These examples nake clear that morphologically narked

topics have sone effect on the positioning of tenporal_

adverbs, because (34a) and (35a) allosr the adverb to occur as

the first element of the comnent, but as in (34b) and (35b),

the sane position rr¡hen the first constituent is not rnarked as

topic is not grammatical. (36) and (37) additionally support
that in non-topic-connent sentences, nedial positions are not
viable for ternporal adverbs.

Inportant here is that there are options open to the ÀSL

sígner for positioning lexicaL tirne adverbs, that is, the
tttirne reference first" rule does not. ho1d, and leftvrard verbs

are in fact under the tenporal scope of the adverb.

Interestingly, sone of the sa¡ne authors tho stat,e the rti¡ne

reference first" rul-e, such as Baker and Cokely (1980) and

Cogen (1977) also give examples without expJ_anatÍon in which

the t,enporal adverb is sentence-finaj. .
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SeveraL additional rather interesting exampLes further
illustrate the clairns above:

(38) FrNrsH MEET R-E-G

I met Reg.

t
(39) PÀPER, (PRo.1) FTNTSH PUT8

Às for the paper, I put it down/I put the paper down.

(38) and (39) are interesting because no adverbíal phrase to
indicate tirne appears at all-. Instead, another element,

Iabel1ed here as FINISH, and discussed further in section 3.4,

sets the event in the past. This suggests that rnechanisms

nust be operational in ÀSL sentences as parÈ of a tense or

time referencing systern other than simply the position of
tenporal adverb phrases .

3.2.5 InpTications

So far we have seen that topic-comnent structure plays an

inportant role in the syntactic distributíon of ternporal

adverb phrases in ÀSL. TenporaL adverb phrases occur

a) as the sole eLement in a gramrnaticalì.y marked topic,
as in (1) and (8);

b) as the first ele¡nent in a phrase or clause in topic
position, as in (9);

c) postverball-y within a longer phrase or clause in topic
position, as in (5);

d) as the sole elenent of a con¡nent, as in ( 14 ) ,.

e) either preverbally, as in (23), (24) and (25) , or
postverbaLly, as in (2) and (15) in a conment; and,
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f) preverbally, as in (3), (29) and (30), or

postverbally, as in (4), (31) and (32), but not sentence-

nedially, in a non-topíc-cornrnent sentence.

This variation indicates that the ordering of têmporal

adverb-verb is not as restricted as has previously been

described. The lexical tine expressi.on can in no way be said

to rrtenserr verbs soLely in a right-ward directíon. Therefore,

if the function of the tenporal adverb r,¡as actual-ly and

prirnarily to situate verbs in a given tirne-frarne, it would

have to be the case that the adverb affects verbs both to its
right, and to its left.

An alternatj.ve, and stronger, viet¡, and the one put

forward in the present study, is that temporal adverbs do not

function prinarily to situate the verb within a general tine
reference such as the past, but rather function to specify a

particular instant or períod of tine lrithin a ¡nore general

time-fra¡ne (e.9. specífically at the point of yesterday within
the general reference time of past). This woul_d then, of
course, nean that the general tine reference rnust be índicated

in an alternate $¡ay, illustrated in part by (38) and (39), or

at least, that lexical time adverbs are but one part of a

larger systen of time referencing in ASL.

As will be seen beLo!¡, there are clearly so¡ne addit,ionaÌ
granmatical features of ASL sentences that serve to reference

events in ti¡ne. But prior to noving to this discussj.on, f
would like to rnake a final clain regarding the positioning of
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ternporal adverbs. Rather than the rrti¡ne reference firstrl
rule, I r^rould suggest that the positioning of temporal adverbs

is prirnarily a function of the topic-cornnent structure of ÀSL,

which has topics as elements in its basic sentence structure.
As has been stated, tenporal adverbs introduce easíIy
understood reference points for the signer and addressee fron
which the signer may advance infor¡nation previously unknown to
the addressee. Howêver, when the time reference forns, or is
Íncluded in, the conment, it is understood as information that
is being advanced as ner,ir. It would therefore appear that in
cLearly marked topic-corunent sentences, the positioning of the

tenporal adverb is a function of topÍcality.
Of course, this does not necessarily explain what

determines the greater restrÍction on the position of ternporal

adverbs in non-topic-co¡nment sentences. Recall- that overt
topic narking nay be the prototypical_ case. ft is conceivable

that eLenent.s unmarked as topics, but positioned at or near

the beginning of a cl-ause are understood to be presupposed or
oLd infor¡nation, whiJ.e those positioned later in the cLause

represent new inforrnation. In the topic-comrnent structures
above, trhen te¡nporal adverbs were in a nedial posit,ion, it was

either at, the left boundary of the t,opic, or the right
boundary of the cornrnent. ft could be the case that initial
and final posítions are the primary positions for tenporal
adverbs to be situated in, and that prot.otypicalty rnarked

topic-conrnent structures provide a sufficient juncture between
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the topic and co¡n¡nent constituents so as to allow these extra
two positions. Non-morphologically ¡narked topics, even though

narked iconically throuqh word order, however, would not be

strong enough syntactically to aLlo$¡ these sentênce-nediat

temporal advêrbs.

3.3 Tine ReÍerencing at the Discourse LeveL

Lexical ti¡ne references do not appear frequently in al1
ASL discourse. If asked, nany ÀSL signers wiÌl_ conment that
you just kno$r the time-frarne by whatrs being talked about.

That is, in general, the sense is that the discourse context
is a factor that can help the addressee determíne vrhen the
event being dÍscussed takes p1ace. Of course, narrative
discourse usually involves events that have taken placê

so¡netirne in the past. It is during such narrative that nany

of the rnorphernes discussed below tend to turn up l-ess

frequently, and where events most often are told more or less
in chronological order.13 On the other hand, during
conversational interchange, when the events and activities
being discussed t,end to be ¡nore inrnediately relevant, the
potential for tine references to junp back and forth is ¡nuch

greater. ft is with this type of discourse context that
signers may wish to frame events in general terms, that is,
the sirnple past, the present, and the future, without
specifying exactly ¡lhen they occur using ternporat adverbs such

ttln Light of Èhe discussion in Chapter 3, however, this
vrould seen to ¡nerit revisiting.
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as TOMORROI,{ AFTERNOON, TIME.FOUR (four otclock), or

THREE.DÀY.PÀST (three days ago). Such frequent shift of tine
reference ¡nay be either in absolute terms relative to the tine
of speaking, or in relative terns, that is, relative to period

of tirne other than the tine of speaking.

The present discussion does not examine pragmatic

features of AsL discourse relating to tine referencíng, but

rather looks at the structural features of norphology and

periphrastic ex¡rressions t¡ithin the cLar:se. But an exanpLe of
a shÍft in tine reference duríng a narrative by topic narking
is given in ( O) and (41):

t(40) (poss.3) soN, BRoÍ{N HAIR, BORN BLONÐ

Her son has brown hair, but as for when he was born, it
r^¡as blond.

t(41) SEE" (poss.3) soN LÀsT. yEjaR, BROWN HAIR, BORN BLOND

I sar,r her son last yeâr and he had brown hair, but as for
when he was born, it was blond.

In (40) the signer rnentions a present, state, that of her
friendrs sonrs hair color, and then speaks about an earlier
(past) event, indicated by a topical.ized clause. Tn (41) the
signer refers to an event taking place sonetirne before the
tirne of speaking. When she wÍshes to make reference to an

even earlier event, this clause is again rnarked as a topic.
In both instances the topic narking is accornpanied by the
shoulders and chin rnoved slightly back, which is indicative of
the morphology discussed below in section 3.5. Thus it is the
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case that ASL makes use of topic-conment structure as a

syntactic rather than a lexical ¡neans to indicate shifts in
time reference. Further investÍgation, nuch beyond the scope

of this discussion, is requÍred to elucidäte this function of
topic-conrnent structure in AsL.

The re¡nainder of this chapter focusses on lexicaL and

inflectional ¡narkers of past tirne reference in AsL, in v¿hich

it r^¡ill be seen that various tense/aspect ¡narkers exist that
are reLated in both phonological for¡n and neaning to the nain
verb FINISH. Sernantically, thesê narkers differ fron the
adverb phrases discussed in section 3.2 in that they do not
specify a particular instant or period of time, but rather
indicate to the addressee that the event has occurred. at sone

nonspecific ti¡ne relative to either the ti¡ne of speaking or t,o
another ti¡ne reference. As mentioned, the focus will be on

past rnarkers, although occasional reference is ¡nade to other
markers of present and future as data pernìit.
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3.4 The Granmaticalization of FINISH into Tense and Aspect
!'larkers

FINISH in ASL has been described as a single sign with a

nunber of varied but related neanings and functions, none of
v¡hich have been described Ín detail to date. These are tiEted
below as described by the various authors, al_ong with
exanples, lrhere available:

a) Às a nain verb rfinishr taking a clausal complenent, or
alternatively, a past partícip1e adjective (i.e., rhave

finishedt) taking a clausal complenent (Fischer and cough

1972). Fischer and cough (t972.2,1 offer (42) as an exa:nple

with these two readings.

(42) cond
YOU FINTSH EAT, WE cO SHOPPING

When you finish eating, werIl go shopping/When
yourve finished eating, werlI go shóppingt

b) As a perfect or perfectÍve ¡narker (F,ischer and cough 1972,

Fried¡nan 1975, Aarons, Bahan, KegÌ and Neidle Lgg2) . (43)

fro¡n Fried¡nan (1975.952'l and (44) fron Aarons, et al.
(1992'.122) both have an anterior (perfect) reading.
(43) EAT YOU F]NTSH?

Have you eaten?

(44) JOHN PERFECTIVE (FINISH) EAT ÀPPLE

alohn has eaten the app1e.

c) As a ¡narker of past tense, but only Ín liniteCl cases when

addressing children (Fischer and cough Ig72)14.

laFischer and Gough, in the sa¡ne article, also conì¡nentthat FINISH is a perfective marker, and no¿ a tense narker.
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d) As a conpletive aspect rnarker (Baker and Cokely 19BO) and

as in Valli and Lucas (7992.266r.

(45) nod
YESTERDAY PRO.3 WALK FINISII

Yesterday he did waLk!

e) Às an enphat,ic narker (Valli and Lucas 1992)

f) Às the irnperative ¡neaning rrstop that!r' (Fischer and cough

1972, Baker and Cokely 1980) .

g) As a narker meaning rrthatts alltt (Fischer and cough 1922:4)

as in (46).

(46) MOTHER STJRPRISE, FINISH?

Is surprising mother alL thatrs going to happen?

h) Às a conjunction bet$¡êen sentences (Fischer and cough 1922,

Valli and Lucas 1992). The foJ.lowing exanple is fron Val1i
and Lucas (L992.266) .

brow un
(47) YESTERDAY PRO.3 WÀIJK FTNISH , E.AT PRO.3

once he had finíshed his wa1k, he ate15.

The descriptions in a) - h) represent the reLatÍvel-y
superficial discussion of FINISH to date. Fischer and cough

(L972) give the ¡nost detail, but inadequately account for the
preverbal and clause-final distribuÈion of FINISH. As wel-l,

ttlt is not clear r^/hy VaIli and Lucas have leftryest_erday' out of their translation of (47). Also, thetranslation gives the impression that FINISH 'is 'funcÈioning á"a nain verb instead of-a conjunction as they suggest. fnírà,note that the norunanual brovr up is analyzed- as ã topic narke;in the present study.
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these authorsr descriptions do not differentiate betsreen

phonoJ.ogical forns discussed in the current study.

Below it wÍL1 be seen that some significant differences
in neaning correspond to variation in phonological forns,
fírst for two for¡ns of FfNfSH as ¡nain verbs or stative
predicates (i.e., BE.FINISHED) and second, in their subsequent

granrnaticalized forms. Under this analysis, the two forns of
FINISH nust be considered to be distinct lexe¡nes,

Phonological structures are given where relevant as defined by

Liddell and Johnsonts (1989) Movenent-Hold Mode1, described in
section 2.2.1 above. The various tense and aspect derivatives
of FINISH, along with a description of their phonological,
syntactic and se¡nantíc forÌns, are anaJ-yzed according to the
theory of granrnaticalization. ft nìust be considered, however,

that Èhis description is in its initial stages, and is
synchronic in nature. Diachronic data are not readiJ.y

avaiLable for ÀSL at this ti¡ne. NonetheLess, vrhen the for¡n

and neaning of various ite¡ns in the current, data are conpared,

they can bê clearly interpreted as links along several
grarnmat ica t i z ation chains.

ÀSL is a relatively young language, r,¡ith records of its
use dating back only to r¡ithin severaL hundred years
(Frishberg L97s). It has been clai¡ned that within this short
time span, at least one rnajor change, a shift in word order
fron Sov to SVO (Fischer :-97S) , has taken pl.ace. It is
assurned here that ÀSL, like any other 1ang.uage, is continually
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in a process of evolution, illustrated by the
grammaticalization of sorne texicat ele¡nents into grarnrnatical

norphenes .

fn the remainder of this chapter, Èhen, f will first show

thaù FINISH in ÀSL has a set of functions thaÈ forn a chain
along one grarnrnaticalization paÈh beginning with FINISH as a

fulI verb and ending with a phonologically reduced proclitic
past tense marker. Next, I describe a second

grammal:icalÍzation chain beginning again with FINISH, but as

a stative verb, through its use as a conpletive aspect narker,
an anterior, and finally to a conjunction. fnterestingly,
this conjunctÍon can receive topic rnarking, lrhich
syntacticaJ-ly adjoins it the following cl_ause16. These

grar naticalization path$rays are surn¡narized in Figure 3.3 on

the following page17. Last, I examine a set of nonnanual

narkers that appear to for¡n a five-way distinction in rnarkíng

tirne: rernote past, near past, present, near future and renote
future. These nonmanual rnarkers appear alongside lexical-
temporal adverbs and signs such as FINISH and FUTITRE (or
Ì{ILL), but, spread to the verb in the absence of other
ÈenporalLy related signs in the sentence.

16Reca11 fron the discussion above that t,opicê arepositioned clause-initially. Furthêr connents regard-ing thissyntactic reanalysis are rnade in section 3.4.4.2:

.. ^ttThe 
grarnnaticalization chains outlined in Fignrre 3.3 arethe focus of much of the following discussion, witi the chart

being _described step by step throughout the chapter. It isincluded here for the readerts reference.
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This study thus delineates the role that FINISH ptays in
tenporal referencing in ASL, and posits the necessity of
considering a set of nonnanual rnorphological tense rnarkers.

Since all forms of FINISH I discuss are concurrently in
use in nodern-day ÀSL, tr,¡o tests r.¡ill help distinguish the
various grarnnatical functíons occurrj.ng along these chains,
and these are described in 3.4.1 belov¡.

3.4.7 Tests to Distinguish Grannat,ical Funct.ion

In addition to the description of phonologÍcal for¡n and

se¡nantic functj.on, it is helpful to apply severaL tests to
deter¡nine constituency. This is especiaJ.J_y illuninating in
the case of arnbiguity r,¡hen several polyseÌnes of FINISH occupy

the sane position in the clause, for exarnple, lrith the
rnorphernes described in section 3.4.4 that appear clause-
fi-nal-ly, and where upon exarnination are seen to behave in sone

instances as the main verb of their own clause, while in
others, as a particle beJ-onging to the cl-ause that irnrnediately
precedes it. 18

3.4.7.L The Prononinal Insertion Test

Because ASL is an opt,ionaLly null argurnent language,
pronorninaì.s need not be overt, in a given sentence. Agree¡nent

verbs, defined by padden (1998, 1990) and outlined in 2.2
above, such as HIT in (48) have infLectional norphology to
indicate the argunents, which nakes lexica1 pronominal

ttlt is not uncornrnon for a verb to appear as the sole itenin a clause, considering that both--subje"t --;;d-;t;;l
arguments can be null.
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indexing redundant, even though such redundancy is not
necessarily ungranrnatical, as (49) shov¡s.

(48) .HrTb

Hei hit hirni.

(49) PRO.3. .HrTb

He, hit hirni.

The verb HIT ptus its argunent agreement ¡narkers in (48) forn
a conplete clause in which the 1oci corresponding to
subscripts rrarr and trbtr are associated with an subject rar and

a necessariJ.y dÍfferent object rtbr, just as rheir and rhim, r

in the English transration necessarily refer to two different
people. fn (49) the subject is overt, that is, an indexical
point is made to locus nar. Note that the agreernent narker
for a subjecÈ associated with locus rar sti1l acco¡npanies the
verb HfT.

The situation is sinilar for non-agreetnent verbs. Àn

exanpJ.e is the nul1 subject of ENJOY fron (32) repeated here
as (50), and its corresponding sentence with a 3s overt
subject PRO.3 indexed to locus rrbr (caLifornia) in (51).

nod
(50) .,IOHN âFLyb bCALIFORNIÀ LAST.WEEK.

John f1e$r to Cal.ifornia 1ast week.
of sunbathing.

( 51) PRO.3b ENJOY SUNBÀTHE+++

ENJOY ST'NBATHE+++

(He I s) enjoying a Iot

Hers enjoying a Lot of sunbathing.

The prononinaL insertion test asks whether or not an

overt pronominal can be inserted as an argu¡nent of the lexÍcal
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item in question. Tf the iten is a ful1 verb in its own

clause, it shouLd be able to take an overt subject argunent.

If it is an auxíliary particle, it r,¡ill not be able to take
its own overt argument separate fro¡n that of the ¡nain verb.
In other v/ords, the itern is functÍonÍng as part of the verb
conplex, and not separable by its own overt subject. Ileine
(1993), in discussing the granmaticaLization of verbs into
auxiliary particles, suggests that in the early stages of
granrnatical ization, r,rhen the iten undergoing auxiliarization
stilL functions as a verb, subject reference identity between

the verb and its cornpJ_ement cLause is not required. That is,
the subject of the verb in question and that of its complement

need not be the sane. fn later stages, hotrever, they nust be

identical. As an exa¡nple, Heine (1993) cites Bisang
(1986:152) for Yabem (papua Melanesian). In (S2) $re have a
construction of the forn rrX does y, it. is. fÍnishedr (Heinê

1993:38) where rrit. is. f inishedl foLlows another phrase. The

subject of 't it. is. finished" is an inpersonal 3s, which differs
fron the subject of reatrle.

(52) bôc seng aêàcna j anggom gê-bacnê

pig 3p,eat our corn 3s-be.finished
The pÍgs have eaten our corn.

leIdeally, FINISH and the prononinal insertion test wouLdbe tested against the behavior of other auxiliaries in ÀSL,but the status of such auxiliaries is not lrrell understooa, anátherefore a Ìnore typological approach is taken.
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This, then, represents an early stage of auxiliarization.
Heine (1993:38) gives the exanple ín (53) fron E$¡e (Krra

fanily, Niger-congo) as a contrast to (52), ín which the verb
neaning rend, to finisht is at a later staqe of
grarnmatical ization. ft is a completive marker, and has

dropped its person and tense inflection.
(53) rne du i vc

1s eat 3s.0 be. finished
I have eaten it up.

These tv¡o exanples iLlustrate, firstly, that the notion of
auxiliary is not a discrete category separate from other full
verbs. This idea is developed futher in 3.4.3.2 beLovr,

Second, and more important, to the present discussion, is that
auxiliaries further along the grarnrnatical ization chain lose
their ability to function as distinct cLauses with their or,¡n

subj ect,.

FINISH in ÀsL is a non-agreenent verb, but like ENJOy,

st,ilI nay have a nuI] argunent as in (54). (S5) contrasts
r,¡ith (54) in that the 1s pronorninal pRo.1 is overt.
(s4) FrNrsH

I an finished.
(55) PRo.1 FINTSH

I arn finished.
No clear difference in neaning is apparent between (54) and

(55), although (55) rnay índicate some emphasis on the person.
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The prononinal insert,ion test, is applicable in, for
exarnple, 3.4.4 below \{here FINfSH (or BE.FINISHED) appears at
the end of a clause. If FINISH Ís seen to operate as the ¡nain

verb of its own clause, an overt argunent should be possible,
even though none !¡ouLd be expected given that ÀSL is a nu1l
argunent language. If, however, FINISH is analyzed as an

auxj.liary aù a later stage of grarnrnat,icalization, overt
prononinal insertion should not be possible.
3.4.L.2 The Stres s / Reduction Test

Katanba (1989) describes prosodic stress in spoken

languages as a perceptual phenonenon, a question of auditory
prominence or salience having to do r,¡ith pitch, duratíon, and

loudness. Prosodic stress in ASL has not. been studied to ¡nuch

extent, although in one recent study coulter (1990) conpared

structuraL features of signs given enphatÍc stress by thê
signer with the same signs in non-enphatic contexts. Coulter
found that such features are easily observable but difficult
to define. For exanple, even though the duration of a sÍgn
may be expected to increase when signed emphatically, Coulter
found that in sorne instances the sign was lengthened, but in
others it was shortened (presurrably the novenent was quicker).
Coulter suggests that signs receiving ernphatic stress are

typicaJ.ly nade larger than their citation for:ns, but also that
such signs nay appear larger because of increased horizontal
displacernent (the novenent itself Ís not larger, but rather,
the sarne-sized novenent is articulated with the hands r^rider
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apart aLong a horizontal plane) and height displacement (the

sign is rTrade higher up).

Àlthough the present sÈudy does not seek to deter¡nine

further the characteristics of ernphatic stress in ASL, it is
apparent that ¡rhen FINISH is sÍgned, there is variation in the

amount of stress the sign receives2o. I{e are not only looking
for additíonaI phonological stress due to ernphasis of the sign

here, but, also at the difference betvrêen the normal stress

FINISH receives as a full verb and the reduction of
phonological stress in j-nstances r^¡here FINISH has undergone

auxiliarization. fn its nost reduced forrn, FINISH appears to
clitícize to the verb to íts right, being articulated at or
near the sa¡ne location as the verb rather than at the location
in neutral space $rhere it typically is positioned as a fuII
verb, the $reak hand being dropped altogether, the internal
movement of the sign reduced to a srnatJ_ single twist of the

v¡rist, and the final hold of FINISH along with the initial
hold of the verb that foLlo!¡s it being deleted.

Under the Movenent-Ho1d model, the futÌ verb FINISH

(followed here by the verb PAINT as in ttf finished painting
the house") has the phonological structure of (56), while the
reduced stress variant, for the no¡nent 1abelLed FINISHT, has

the structure of (57). FINISHT in (57) is cliticized t,o thê

'ounlike Coulterrs (1990) study, r,¡hich video-recorded ASLdata and neasured phonological features per centisecond, the
features noted in the present study are purely observationaL.
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verb SEE (FINISHT-SEE), and is analyzed ín 3.4.3.2 below as a

perf ective/past marker.

(56) PRO.1 FINISH PAINT HOUSE

I finished painting the house.

FINTSH [HMr{] PÀINT [HrirrM]

qualtcy

Key:
FINISH: [4-u] all fingers straight and spread, lax, thu¡nb
opposed (out to the side), [4u] no lax feature, [BK, c, n-1-
SHI back of hand in contact with a location in space rnedial,in lÍne with the breast, shouÌder height, [pÀ, c, m-Z-Stt¡ patrn
in contact with a location nedial, in line with the shoul-ãer,at shoulder height.
PÀINT: quality [c] strong hand brushes location (weak hand)during novement,, [B^u^, PDFI, p, ipsi, pA] aII fingers
straight, but unspread, Èhunb flat out to the síde, padJ of
fingers at proxinal distance ipsilateral (near the fingLrtips )to the weak hand palrn, IB^u^, BKFI, p, contra, pA] sã¡ne
handshape, backs of fingers proxirnal and contralateral lnear(continued next page)

B^u^
DDII

Þ
ips l

D¡,
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the wrist) to the weak hand pa1ro.
throughout.

(57) PRO.1 FrNrSHr-SEE B-I-L¡-L

I saw BilL.
FTNISHT.SEE THMMMH]

Weak hand: renains stable

Key: .t -u, PDFI,. p, iCKl FINISH initial handshape, fingerpadsproximal to ipsi. cheek, [v, PDFI, c, iCK] ttvèetì hanãshãpe,
fingerpads contacting ipsi. cheek.

Once again, evÍdence fro¡n other auxilíaries Ín ASL has

not as of yet been de¡nonstrated, but a si¡nílar situation may

be inferred fron Aarons, Bahan, KegL and Neidlers (1995)

description of FUTURE (see FÍgure 3.4), which Aarons et a1 .

suggest alternates between an adverb FIITURE-ADV (theÍr
notation) with a variabLe path J.ength, that is, the final Hold

segment can range fron a proximal to an extended distance fro¡n

the cheek, and a future tense narker FUTIJRE-TNS with a fixed
path length. The adverb FIIrIJRE-ADV cannot. undergo

phonological reduction, because doing so rrrould reduce its path
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length and alter the intended semantic content. For example,

if trin the very distant futurerr ís intended, the final Hold

would be at an exÈended dístance at¡ray fron the cheek, but if
this sign is reduced (i.e., the novenent path is shortened and

the final Hold is closer to the cheek) the resul-ting neaning

cannot possibly be the sa¡ne. If the so-caIled future tense

FUTT'RE

Fign:re 3.4: FUIURE (often glossed as WILL) (Hunphries, padden
and OrRourke 1980).

narker FUTITRE-TNS undergoes reduction in the phrase FUTIIRE-

TNS-MEET21 rwill neetr, such reduction does not effect a change

in rneaning. The non-reduced and non-adverbial sense of
FUTIJREG"") and the reducêd for¡n are shown in (58) and (59)

respectively. Thus this varíant of FUTIIRE and the

auxiÌiarized FINISH undergo paralleL phonological reduction.

21The single dash Aarons et aI. place betr,reen FUTURE and
TNS ( FUTIJRE-TNS ) should not be taken to signal a ¡norphe¡ne
boundry as exÍsts between FIIIIIRE-TNS and MEET. perhaps Jmore
appropriate notation r¡ouLd be FUTÌIRErt""r-MEET. This notation
will be used in place of Aarons et al. ts fron here on.
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(58) FUTURE(tns) MEET I HMH HMII ]

ST D,ONG:

Key:
FUTURE(tnsì: IB^u^, RATH, c, iCK] flat handshape, fÍngers
unspreãd,' radial side of thumb contacting ipsi. cheek, [B^u^,
RÀTH, n, iCKl nedial distance fron cheekl
MEET: [1, BÀFI, p, BAFI ] all fÍngers cLosed except index, backof closed fingers proxinal to back of closed fingers on weak
hand (hands face each other), [1, BAFI, c, BAFI] contact r,¡ith
weak hand.

B^u^

nÂ1¡I

c

fcR

B^u^
[ÀTH

¡¡

icK



(59) FUTITRE(tns)-UEET IHMII]

s1n0l{o:

Key: handshape renains throughout.

Heine (1993) notes that such gra¡unaticalized auxiLiaries
frequently have a phonologically reduced forn that is not able

to carry distinctive stress. The fult verb FINISH can carry
ernphatic stress as inrrl most certainty arn finished painting
the houserr, but cannot be phonol-ogically reduced, while FINISH

as an auxiliary rnay have the reduced form. Thís, then,

provides an additional test for auxiLiarization. If FINISH in
a given sentence appears in a reduced or cLiticized forrn, it
cannot be a fuLL verb, but nust be thought of as having

t"l-t-

T
vreak hand [ 1]
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undergone considerable grannaticalization as an auxiliary.
3.4.1.3 syntactic Applications of Stress/Reduction

fwo additional features of AsL rnorphosyntax that support

the above test of stress/reduct,ion as it appJ-ies to the

gramrnatical ization of FINISH are the interaction with the

negation rnorpherne NoT, and the separation of elements into
topic and comment constituents.

Two conmon ¡neans of negation in ASL are by a neqative

head nod notated as tr--I¡eglrr as in (60), and the lexical
narker NoT as in (61), and shown Ín FÍgnrre 3.3. The nonmanual

negative head nod usually accornpanies NOT as well, and spreads

to the verb.

neg
(60) PRo.1 co

I'n not going.

neg
(61) PRO.1 NOT GO

I I ¡n not goinq.

Cokely and Baker (1980) state that NOT faLls irn¡nediately

to the left of the verb as (61) denonstrates, although it can

be copied in clause-finaI position for enphasis. NOT negates

FINISH in the sane vray vrhen FINTSH is a fuII verb lrith an NP
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NOT

Fi.gure 3.5: Lexicaf negation nìarker NOT (Cokely and Baker
1980)

or cÌausal conplenênt, as in (62).

necf
(62) PRO.1 NOT FINISH PÀINT HOUSE

I arn not finished painting the house.

In (63) h¡e see that FINISH can appear before a verb like MEET,

but (64) shows that atternptíng to negate FINISH here in the

sane manner as (62) results in an ungram¡natical sentence.

(63) PRO.1 FTNISH I,ÍEET REG YESTERDÀY

I net, Reg yesterday.

(64) ¡rPRo.l Nor Fr¡¡isfi MEEI REc yEsrERDÀy

I did not finish neeting Reg yesterday.

f propose that (64) is not granmaticaL because FINISH in
(63) has an auxiLiary function with perfective or past meaning

instead of act,ing as a rnain verb, and NOT, it appears, cannoÈ

co¡nbine v¡ith FINISH as an auxiliary. In these exarnples, IÍEET

is a verb describing an event taking place in a ¡nomentary
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tirne-frarne, and cannot be described as an activity, and so to
trfinísh neeting soneonerr does not nake ¡nuch sense. yet as

(63) shows, in ASL, FINISH does occur with MEET. With PAINT,

an activity verb, !¡here to rrf inish painting sornethingr seerns

natural, FINfSH as we have seen can occur as a nain verb. But

as (65) shov¡s, r.{here FINISH is phonologically reduced (as

FINISHT), the combination NOT-FINISHT cannot occur.

(65) *P¡9.1 NOT-FINIËff PAINT HoUsE

I did not paint the house.

This suggest,s, although rnore work is needed in this area, that
one reduced sign cannot cliticize onto another equally reduced

sign. More importantly for this discussion, in comparing (65)

with (62) above, it is clear that FINfSg has two different
functions Ín this preverbaL position2z, and their interaction
with the negator NOT assists Ín distinguishing thern.

Secondly, FINISH as a fulL verb and as an auxiliary can

be differentiated by their position in topic and conment

constituents relative to the verb they are associated with,
either the verb in its cornplernent if FINISH is a ¡nain verb, or
the verb it ¡nodifies if it is an auxiliary. Ànother way of
looking at this is that if FINISH carríes nornal stress, the

22Interaction lrith NOT is dÍfferent with FUTItRE. Aaronset a]. (1995) suggest that a lexical tenporal adverbial tike
FUTURE-ÀDV cannot contract with NOT, but the auxiliarized
FUTURE{rn") can, although r,¡ith the v¡ord order FUTIJRE,.--, -NoT.The sirnilarity is that, the fÍrst element of both l¡oùïrNrsg
and FUTURE(r"") -NOT that is reduced $rhile the second elernent isnornally stressed.
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likelihood of it appearing as part of the topic without the
verb it is associated with, or that the conplement verb
appears in the topic constituent vJithout FINISH, is greater.
If FINISH is phonologicalJ_y reduced, however, it wilL not
appear in either the topic or conment constituent while the
verb it is auxiliary to appears in the other.

A wide range of ite¡ns can be topícs, but one

characteristic of topics according to Li and Thornpson (1976)

is their high degree of independence frorn the connent. Li and

Thompsonrs rnost explicit example of this is that an Np in
topic position need not be an argunent of the verb at a]l. It
is generalty accepted that sone kinct of dependency

relationship exists betr,¡een verbs and their auxiliarj.es23,
however, and especially if the auxiliary is a bound particle,
the constituency of [auxiliary + verb] is clear. When the
topic is considered to have an independent status
syntactically, separation of the auxiliary fron its co_

constituent verb into topic positíon or of the verb into the
topic without its auxiJ-iary is unlike1y. Mandarin provides a

good exarnple for conparison2a. In (66) the perfective aspect
narker -Ie and the verb it is auxiliary to, zåu rliver, are

t'Hej.ne 
-(1993) outlines argurnents that suggest on onehand, Èhe verb is the head of the phrase wíth tié auxiliarvdependent on it, and-on.the other händ, the u""i.ii"iv i=-iñå

l:?9-$¡ith v^erb dep_endent on the auxiJ-iary. Nonetheläss, theexlstence of dependency between the verb ánd its auxiliaiy isnot disputed.

'of an indepted to Fu Mengsong for províding this exaÌnpÌe.
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found together in the topic constituent. ft is irnpossible to
separate one fro¡n the other by positionÍng only one in the
topic.
(66) (¡{X) zài nàli zhù-te na, yãu liXng ge yuè Le

f be.at there live-pERF TOp, exíst two CL nonth pRT

As for having lived there, it has been tr,ro nonths/I haveIíved there for t!¡o ¡nonths.

WhiLe the inseparability of V-J.e in Mandarin into topic and

corn¡nent constituents seems obvious, the sane cannot be said
for FINTSH in ASL, and this is the question under díscussion
here. Às thê following exarnples show, when FINISH appears in
its stressed forn and has a clausal complenent, it is
separable fron its conplernent verb, but vrhen it is
phonologically reduced, it is not.

(67) PRo.1 PÀINT HOUSE FINTSH

Às for.my.painting the house, I am fÍnished/f finishedpainting the house.

(68) pRO.1 FTNTSH filHAT pÀrNT HOUSE

As for what I finished, it was paínting the house/Ifinished painting the house. -

t
(69) LAST-WEEK pRO.1 FINTSHT SEE B-I-L-L

Às for last week, I sa!¡ BilI/ f saw BiIl Last week.

(7O) :IPRO.1 FINISHT WHAT SEE B-I-L.L I,AST-WEEK

As for a rrpast eventr, I saw BilI last week.

Examples (67) and (69) show FINISH in the topic and conment

respectively, while its co¡nplenent, verb Ís in the oËher
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constituent. In (69) the reduced forrn of FINISH appears
together with SEE in the co¡n¡îent, but as the ungrammaticality
of (7o) shows, FINISHT cannot be positioned in the topic
separated from sEE in the comment. An explanation could be

that FINISHT, as an unstressed syllabIe, is cLit,icized to the
verb, thus restrictinq its abitity to appear in a separate
constituent, and lending further evidence that Ít in fact has

undergone auxil iarization. It coutd be said, then, that
topicalization ís one e¡ay of distinguishing betv¡een er.ernents

that are rnore verb-like and those in the later stages of
auxiliarization. FuII verbs or their conplenents can be

marked separately from one another as topics, whereas elernents
that are auxiliary cannot be independently rnarked as topics.

fnterestingly, Li, ThoÍrpson and Thonpson (1982) suggest,
that the perfective narker -l,e in Mandarin has been
grarnmatical j.zed from the verb liao meaning rto finishr. It
would be intriguing to investigate whether or not J,iao can
occur in topíc and co¡n¡nent constituents separate from its
cornplernent verbs in a way sirnilar t,o ASL.

fn surnmary, the appJ.ication of the prononinal insertion
test, and the stress/reduction test, along with consideration
of the interaction of FrNrsH with negation and topic-conrnent
structure, provides further evidence of the grannat,icalizàtion
of FINISH, and assists in distinguishing arnong its various
f orrns and functions.
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3.4.2 FINISH as a ltain verb

fn this section I describe the function of FINISH as a

rnaj.n verb. Along $¡ith this I wiLl show that r,rhen described
phonologically with the Movement-Ho1d Model, it is evident
that FINISH has two dístinct structures, a Hold-Move-Ho1d

I Hl"ûf ] structure, and a HoId tHl with an int.ernal, or Iocal,
movement. I will shon that, although rare, FINISH as [HMH]

occurs as a fulL verb with an Np conplenent. More frequenÈly,
both I MIIM] and [H] structures occur as full verbs with clausaL
cornp lernents .

Diachronic evidence is not available shov¡ing clear
grammaticalízation of verb to TÀM (tênse/ aspect/modality)
pathways in ÀSL. Nonetheless, the data presented in this
section and those to follow can be Ínterpreted as indÍcative
of grammaticalizatÍon, in that they exe¡nplify nany key
gramnaticalization processes outlined in, for exarnple, Heine

and Reh (1984), Hopper (1991), Heine (1993) and Bybee, perkins

and Pagl-iuca (L994) . Craig (1991) suggests that
granmaticalÍzation can be studied from a synchronic
perspect.ive because polysenic forms can be interpreted as

evidence of links along granmaticalization chains. l{hen

diachronic evidence of granrnatical ization is not avairabte ín
a given language, well-studied generaJ. izations about this
process rnade cross-l inguistically are sufficient to warrant
thair application in explaining certain phenonena (Hopper

1se1).
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There is at least one early reference to FINISH, found

Long (1918), one of the first, AsL dictionaries to be

circulation. Long says of FINISH:

The colloquial_ and by far the ¡nost connon ¡nethod ofrendering the sign for "finishedr is to hold theright open or nsrr hand out in front fro¡n the side
and give it a flip toward the right, with a twist ofthe wrist so the paLrn is turned dovrn. (p, 26)

Unfortunately, Long does not include many notes on syntax25.

Of interest, though, is Longrs description of the coJ-J.oquial

FINISH as enploying only one hand. Frishberg (1975) describes

a historical phonological process whereby rnany signs nade

beÌow the neck historically that v¡ere singte-handed sÍgns have

becorne t$¡o-handed. Given Long's descrÍption, FINISH appears

to fit this pattern. As r,¿e11, Longrs description of FINISH is
rnost si¡nilar to the nodern-day [HMH] forn of the verb.

fnstances in discourse where FfNfSH occurs as a 1exical

1n

1n

. _ 'lgnnt. description of the coJ.loquial. sign for FINISH isincluded as a note below his dictionary eñtry for rHave,
Finished", obviously thought of as a norJ fornai or propersign, articulated as the modern ASL sign for END:

END (Hunphries, padden and OrRourke 1990)

l,ong indicates this to be the [auxiliary of the completetensestr (p. 26) and suggests it is postveibal. Rather than
assume- that, this syntactÍc position and neaníng are the onlypossible ones in 1918, it seens plausible that óthers are noËdescribed, given the array of usès found today. ff anythinq,this suggests that the process of grarnrnaticalilzation .l riñiéúhad begun sorne time before 1919.
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verb in a natrix clause with an Np co¡nplenent are relatively
fe$r. ft is, however, attested, as can be seen in (71) and

(72) .

(7r) YESTERDÀY pRO.1 FINTSH HOMEWORK(,.,n)

I finished my hornework yesterday.

(72) (Context: The signer had been discussing painting his
house, garage and fence. )

PRO.1 FINTSH HOUSE

I finished the house.

ïn (71) and (72) HOMEWORK and HOUSE are Np cornpLements of
FINISH as a main verb. HOMEI{ORK in (71) is in Íts noun for¡n,

a co¡npound sign in which thê handshape for HOME touches the
side of the cheek briefly and moves directly to the handshape

and IMHMH] pattern of woRK26.

FINISH in (71) and (72) has the phonologicaL structure
shown in (73). OnIy those features relêvant to the current
discussion are included. For exarnpJ-e, in rnost instances of
FINISH described in this chapter, the strong and weak hands

have identical, although nirror irnage, features. The v/eak

hand, thêrefore, is not alvrays specified here. In addit,ion,
this full verb includes as part of its meaning that the
activity described has been brought to unquestionable
conpletion or has reached a state of finality, with the
inplication that the activity wílL not be resu¡ned in the
foreseeable future. From here on, this morpheme wiLL have the

26The verb for¡n of HoMEIíORK and its significance isillustrated in (104).
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labeI FINISH. MAIN ¡"o*p1.¡"¡ , signifying that it occurs as the ¡riain

verb of a clause and carries the above nentioned notÍon of
conpletion.

(73) FrNf SH. MAIN (.o^pr.r.)

Key:. [4-u, BK, c, n-l-SH] flat handshape, fingers spread.,thuml out, lax feature, with back of hand cóntaci-ing 1;ä;ii;nrn-slgnerrs space, a nediat distance fron the signei, in ]inewrth the breast, and at shoulder height. The v¡ãak úand is anÌrror inage, and therefore not specified.
The second forn of FINISH as a nain verb has the tHl

structure shown in (74). It is labelled fron this point on as

FINISH.MAIN and it differs senantically fron (73) in that,
while still neaning that the event or action has come to an

end, the sarne sense of unquestionable finaLity is notably
absent. The conpl-eteness of the event or activíty rnay, given
an appropriate context, be considered tenporary.
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(74) FrNrsH.MAIN tHl

¡ocat
¡ove¡Àê¡rÈ

Key.: [.4.u, UL, c, n-2-SH] no l-ax feature, ulnar side of handcontacting the Location i.n space at a nediat di+an;; fr.;'ä"signer, in line with the shóulder ana ãt sfroufaer- heishä. -'

fn conparing the structures of (73) anCl (74), we see that
the nost criticat difference is the nu¡nber of segnents,
FINISH. MÀIN(cohplerêr in (731 having three IH, M, H] and
FINISH.MÀIN in (74) having only one [H]. The initiat and
finaL Holds of FINISH. MÀINr66¡prete) differ slightIy, but none the
less identifiably, in their location (n-l-HS to n_2_SH), the
handpart alters frorn the back (BK) of the hand to the palrn

(PÀ) at the point of contact, and the initial [H] has a lax
feature indicated by the titde t-l in the description of the
handshape (4-u) v¡hi1e the final [H] has no t_l feature. The
singte tHl of FTNISH.MAIN has no lax feature | ând the handpart
is indicated as ulnar (UL) which ¡neans that the . paln
orientation is different than either the initial or final [H]
of FINISH. MAlNrconrprere) . A second major difference between (73)
and (74) is that for FINISH. mIN J"o.pr"t.l novenent is described
as a [M] segment with an [arc] contour, while FrNrsH.MÀrN has
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no tMl segrment at aII. Instead the novenent is a local
(repeated) tvrist [tw], which ¡neans that the sign doês not
shift from one l_ocation to any other (thus the single [H] ) ,
and the movement is contained v¡ithin the tHl . Two such
different internar- structures along with the difference in
rneaning between FINI SH. MAINtco*prere) and FTNISH.MAIN suggests
that these two signs should be understood as related, but
distinct rnorphemes. The exarnples in (75) lo (72) illustrate
this senantic difference clear1y. As described above, the
verb FrNrsH . MÀrN (.o¡npr"r.) in these exanpr-es has the structure
lHMHl , while FINISH.IIÍATN has [H] as its structure.
(75) a. (The signer has been painting his house for sone tineand couldnrt wait for it to be done)

YESTERDAy pRo.1 FINTSH. MÀrN 1.o,pr.te) pArNT HOUSE

I finally finished painting the house yesterday.
b. (The signer has- been.enjoying painting his house, andstat,es the follor¿ing just aè a ¡natier of factj

YESTERDÀY PRO.1 FINTSH.MAIN PAINT HOUSE

I finished painting the house yesterday.
(76) a. (Signed after a rather huge meal)

PRO . 1 FINTSH. MÀIN(comprere) EÀT

f arn finished eating. everything r possibLy couJ-d (Icouldnrt eat another thing) .

b. (The signer has been eating a sandwích)

PRO.1 FTNTSH.MÀIN EAT

I finished eating (the sandwich).
(77) a. PRo.1 FINI SII. MAIN 1.6n pr"re) woRK TIME. sIx

I finished working at six (for good).
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b. PRO.1 FINISH.MATN I,¡ORK TTME.SIX

I finished working at six (unt,iL ny next shift).
The [Hl4H] for¡ns in (75a) to (77a) all carry the sense that the
activity is unquestionably conplet,ed and vronrt be taken up

again in the foreseeable future. In (b) in each of the above,

the activity has ended, but the same notion of absolute
fínality is not conveyed, especially in (7Zb), v¡here a sense

of temporariness is irnplied.

A question arising at this point is whether one of these
f orms, either FINISH. MAfN{c'"pt ere) or FINISH.MAIN, is more basic,
and if so¡ which one. In Heiners (1993) stages of
gramnaticalization, some of the first processes to take place
are that in rrstage Art prior to any granrnaticaì.ization, a verb
has full- l-exicat meaning, and its cornplernent typicalJ-y refers
to a concrete object. But in rstage Bn, the conplenent tends
to refer to a |tdynarnic situation" (1993:59) expressed by a

nornj.nal such as a gerund rather than an object. The exact
status of PAfNT, EAT and WoRK ín (25) to (77) is uncertain,
but it is clear they are verb-Iike, suggesting that these
conplenents night, fit into Heiners description of stage Br.

Heine and Reh (1994) and Heine (1993) descrj.be, across
early stages of granmaticalization, the rrdesenanticization[ or
the loss of some senantic content of the lexical verb. Along
a si¡niLar vein, Bybee, perkj_ns and pagliuca (1994) discuss the
change in rneaning as generalization, that is, the ter¡n can be

used in broader contexts.
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If the ASL vêrb FINISH described above is considered to
have begun the process of grarnmaticali zation, then I propose

that the rnost basic forn fron which subsequent norphenes are
derived is Ff NISH. MAIN{comprete) t Ht4}I l . First, fron the data
collected in this study, FINISH. MAIN(coÍrprêre) occurs with an Np

cornplement, as with the objects HOMEI4¡ORK and HOUSE in (21) and

(72) above, indicative of Heiners (1993) rstage Ar', while
FINISH.MAIN, according to rTty consultants, could not.
Ff NISH. MAIN (conprere) and FINISH.MAIN both occur with clausal
cornp J.ernents, ho$¿ever. Second, the sernantic content of
FINISH.MAIN could be seen as bLeaching from that of
FïNf SH. MÀf N (cohprete) by not involving the notÍon of
unquestionable finality, but just that the activity had been

concluded. Third, it is the [HMH] forn of FINfsH that is
described in longrs 1919 dictionary rather than [H], although
care should be taken not to read too much into this fact,
since there is no guarantee that the dictionary was

cornprehensive2T. And finally, preverbal FINISH.MAIN tHl
appears to be one link in a 1onger granrnatÍcaIi zatíon chain
toward auxiJ-iarization, while FINISH. MAf N (comp1ere) does not
granmaticalize further. the beginning of this

2?ASL dict,ionarj.es do not always give variants of signs,and in fact are often based on. EngLi.sh -vocabulary. SternËerg(1981) is a good exarnpJ-e of this. fnterestingLy, the sarne twosÍgns for FINISH are IÍsted by Sternberg aé 
.by 

Long (191g)although Sternbergrs version of the rcoIIõquialr- sign id two-handed, with the finger-tips pointed upr.¡ard-, sinilar- to FfNIsH
tHMrl in this study. FIñISH [H] is not nentioned inSternberg.
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granmaticalization path!¡ay is thus illustrated in (78).

(78) FTNISH. MÀIN (compreÈe)

t tü.frf l
V+NP
/\

FrNrsH.MArN(co¡nprere) FrNrsH.MAIN
trnfl{l IHI

V+CLausal Conplenent V+CLausal ConpLement

A further, and so¡newhat obvious, question is whether or
not the structure of F]NISH.MÀIN as [H] j-s a reduced for¡n of
the syllab1e [HMH] of FINISH. MAIN(comprete) . Liddel1 and Johnson

(1989) do not suggest as a general rule that [HMH] sy11ables

reduce to [H] syllable, and neither do thêy suggest that [H]
is any more basic a structure than [HMH]. This question Ís
not addressed in this study, but nonetheless ít would be

interesting to look further at these and at other simiLar
pairs of signs in AsL, if they indeed exist, to see if any

generalizations hold regarding the relation between these
syl1ab1e structures.
3.4.3 cont,inuing ATong the First Gramnat,ical_ization ¡.atheray:

From FTNTSH,I'IATN t,o PA9T Marker

Granmatical ization, as outlined in Chapter L, is a

process in which for¡ns that begin as lexical ite¡ns beco¡ne

forns that are less lexical and more granmatical in function
(Bybee, Perkins and pagliuca 1994). It is a gradual
diachronic process that is unidirectional with few exceptions
(Heine, Claudi and Hünneneyer 1991), but one that can be

exarnined, nonetheÌess, synchronically.
Further, earlier forms that are nore lexicaÌ, or at least
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less grarnmatical, do not necessarily disappear once a new,

norê grarunatical, forn emerges (e.g. Craig 1991, Heine, Claudi
and Hünneneyer 1991, Hopper 1991, Bybee, perkins and pagliuca

1994). Rather, several forrns rnay co-exÍst, forming what Craig
and others calL a "grammatical ization chainr. fypícalIy,
granmaticalization is gradual and continuous (Heine, Claudi
and Htinneneyer :-99:-) , without resulting in discrete
grarnnatical categories, and as such, the rneanings of forns
along the grammaticaLization chain overLap. fn this section
I exarnine a grammaticalizat,ion chain or pathlray in ASL in
which FINISH.MÀIN, h¡ith tHl structure, undergoes

auxiLiarization.
An item sonewhere along such a grarnrnatical ization chain

frequent.J.y exhibits properties fron nore than one conceptual
or grannatical category. ThÍs is exenplified by negbê Ín (29)

from Ewe (Kwa farníly, Niger-Congo), vrhich may be interpreted
in an identicat phrasaÌ context as either spatial or temporal
(Heine, C1audi and Hünneneyer 1991:162).
(7 9) é ]e megbé ná-¡n

3sg be behind pREp-1sg

a. He is behind rne (spatially).
b. He is late 1=¡s could not-j<eep pace with me).

I"Iegbê ín Ewe originally referred to the body part rbackr.

Heine et al. (1991) give evidence that the granmaticalization
chain Ìnegbé has undergone is that of object (the body part) to
space (in back of) to tirne (to cone after) to quality (to be

backward). These categories are not rnutually exclusive, but
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overLap, and thus sentences such as (79) are semantically
ambiguous, and can be read as fatling into either category of
space and tine.

In ÀSL, FINISH can be seen to occupy a nu¡nber of
sentential positions, perforrn various functions, and carry a

host of meanings, sone of which are tnore obviously polysernic

than others. That FINISH should be considered a J.ikely
candidate for granmatical i zation comes as no surprise, since
Heine, Claudi and Hünneneyer J.ist rfinishr as one of the most

basic cognitive source concepts that undergo this processrs.

Bybee, Perkins and PagJ-iuca (1994) also list finÍshr or ||be

f inished'r as a connon lexical. source of morphernes with
anterior, perfective or past senses.

As for the t]¡pe of verb rfinishrr is, Givón categorizes it
as a nodality verb, the senantic definition of which he

describes as having the following two characterÍstics:
a. The main verb codes inception, ternination,persistence, success, failuie, aùtempt, inteni,,obligation or abiLity--vis-a-vis the- cornplerneni,state/event.
b. The subject of the maÍn clause is obligatorily alsosubject of the conplenent clause. (19õo:533)-

Givón (1990:540) lists the modality verb ¡naku Ifinish" in Ute
(Uto-Aztecan) as an exanpLe, given here as (BO).

(80) ma¡naci \^rfluka-naku-puga

e¡onan-SUBJ work-f inish-REM

The v¡oman finished working.

ttothers are ttdo/makêrr, rtake/hoIdll,
like trgorr, rrcolnett, itleaveit ¿¡¿ rra"¡io'"i

ttsay,t, or movenents
(p. 153).
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3.4.3.7 The Not,ion of Auxiliary
Before describing the granrnaticali zation chain of

FINISH.MAIN to PAST ¡narker, the notion of auxiliary in
general, and in ÃSL specifically, is worthy of discussj.on.
Reference to auxiliaríes in ASL literature j.s J.imited, wÍth
sorne authors clairning that. auxiLiary verbs in ÀSL do not exist
(Isenhath 1990, Snith 1990) and others claiming that they do
(Fischer and cough 1972, Fischer Lg74, Lg?B). Fischer (:974)
descrj.bes ASL as having conpletely free vrord ord.er, with the
auxiliary appearing in any position in the sentence, as do the
other basic elernents of subject, object and verb2s. Fischer
provides only rninirnal criteria for categorizing elernents as
auxiliaries, that of a natíve signerrs íntuitÍon, and that
rrthe potential auxiliary could occur at the beginning and/or
end of a sentence with no change in meaning fron an occurrence
in the ¡niddle of a sentence (:-9742198) 'r. Native signersl
intuition aside, Fischerrs description of the sentence
position of auxiliaries is inadeguate in that it does not
differ from that of any other sentence conponent, especiaJ.ly
given her cLaim of free word order. Fischer,s list of
auxil-iaries includes FINISH, BETTER, CÀN, CÀNrT, I,¡ïLL, MUST,

HAVE-BEEN as a past continuous, FROM_NOI.¡_ON as future
continuous, NOT-YET, HÀppEN, SUCCEED, and potentially SEEM.

she also states that a number of these function as rnain verbs

'ert is clear, however, that AsL has svo as its basi.c worclorder, . as explicated in Fischer ],g75, and even noreconvincingly in Liddell t 9go.
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including FfNIsH. The present study, in focussing on FINISH,
adds evidence to the prenise that ÀSL is in fact not an

entirely free word order language, and that the neaning of a

clause is affected by, arnong other things, the position of the
auxiliary FINISH.

Snith (1990), on the other hand, suggests that no
evidence of auxiliaries has been found in any sign J_anguage,

including ASL. One can assume he nêans prior to his study of
Taiwan SÍgn Language (TSL), although this also contradicts
descript,ions, however rudimentary or accurate, such as
Fischerts above. S¡nith cLaims the existence of three
auxiliaries in TSL, alI with verb-like properties (subject and

object. agreenent, maínly) and tv¡o having forms identical to
the TSL lexica1 verbs sEE and MEET. A1r three auxir.iaries
rnust occur with a LexicaL verb, and can be positÍoned either
at the beginning of a sentence or, nore co¡nmonly, just before
the ¡nain verb. Alt three take subject and object agreement,
and r,rhen co-occurring with a nornalLy agreeing verb, the rnain
verb appears in its uninfLected forn.

Givón (1994) states that auxiLiary verbs, while often
retainíng so¡ne for¡nal propert.ies of lexical verbs, are verbs
in the process of gramrnaticaliz ing into tense, aspect and mood

(TAM) markers. Às an example, Lhasa, a Tibeto_Burnan
language, has tense, aspect and evidentiality for¡ns that
relate either rrsynchronically or etynologicallyr, (De1ancey

1991:5) to lexical verbs. One such form is t,shar, which
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occurs as a lexical verb neaning rto finishr, but aLso as an

anterior narker in its grarnmatical i zêd forn as a ¡nenber of a

serial construction, as in (91).

(81) kho phyin tshar -ba red (De1ancey 1991:10)

he went finish PERF

He has gone.

-ba red is an additional perfective marker that attaches to
the final elenent in the serial verb conplex to signal the end

of the serialized string.
Delancey descríbes three stages of granmaticalÍzation, as

ilLustrated by the serial verb construction in Lhasa. First,
serial-ization takes p1ace, in v¡hich regul_ar subordination
markers, signifying that the verb is non-finaL, are dropped

frorn the first verb in the chain. Second, Delancey proposes

a stage of auxiliarizatíon, in which the grammaticalized verb
loses phonological and rnorphological independence. And Last,
the grammaticalized verb undergoes norphologicalization,
vJhereby it becomes an inflection on, rather than occurring
alongside, another verb. Of significance is that ùshar occurs

in three different forns, as the main verb neaning rto
finish', as a serÍalized verb signaling anterÍor, and as an

anterior suffix, rvhich has undergone phonologícal reduction,
thus cLearl-y showing category overlap.

The question of t¡hether or not a universal category of
auxiliary exists is not one that has been resolved. Heine
(1993) presents argunents both for and against such a
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universal category, suggestinq that acknowledgement of such a

category depends more on oners theoretical perspective than
upon empirical grounds. Steele (1929) beLÍeves that a

universal category of auxiliary does exist, but finds that
sonìe nembers of the category share verb-Like properties,
therefore rightly being referred to as auxiliary verbs, while
others tend to be ne¡nbers of a set of TA.Þf elements, and must

be referred to simpJ-y as auxiliaries.
Steele lists several universal auxiliary characteristics

whether or not the auxiliary is verb-Iike. Thesê are:
i) that no cl-ause boundaries exist between an auxÍliary

and a lexical verb;

ii) that the category of auxiJ.iary contain a set of TÄÌf

markers, and;

Íii) that the auxiliary has sone degree of independence

fron the lexical verb.

Not considered uníversal are the notions of the auxiliary
being adjacent to the l-exical verb, or that the auxiLiary nust
be verb-Iíke.

Final-Ìy, it should be noted that a category such as

auxiliary may have nenbers that share nany characteristics of
the prototypical auxiliary, while others share fewer, which
indicates that the degree of grannaticaLization al-ong the verb
to TAM chain will vary for any given auxiliary (Hopper and

Traugott 1993). This notion heLps explain the dÍfferences
between the verb-tike and non-verb-like auxir-iarÍes considered
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by Steele, placÍng then on a continuu¡n rather than atternpting
to classify several subcategories according to shared
characteristics .

3.4.3.2 Auxiliaries in ASIJ: Arrterior. perfective and past
I,larking

It is not the case that every instance of
FrNrsH. MArN(cohpr€rê) or FrNrsH.MÃrN forrowed by a crausal
conplement is so easily identifiabre as a ¡nain verb. rn fact,
it is quite the contrary. fn this section, auxiliaries
rnarking anterior, perfective and past are discussed as points
along a gramrnat,icalization chain. WhíIe they are all in use
concurrently in ASL (sonewhat analogous to l¡hasa tsJ:ar) to a
greater or lesser extent arong with FrNrsH. MÀr'(co¡nprete) â'd
FINISH.MAIN, they can be interpreted as developing frorn
FrNrsH.MÀrN because they tl¡pify the grarrunaticarization sche¡na

outlined, for exanpLe, in Heine (1993). Heine describes four
processes or nshiftsrr that take place as itens granrnatícalize,
all of v¡hich occur in the auxiliarization of FINISH.ÌÍAIN.
These are 1) desenanticization, a se¡nantic shíft v¡hereby the
iten in question loses its lexical se¡nantic content and takes
on a gramrnatÍcaL function; Z) decategorialization, a

norphosyntactic shíft, in v¡hich a verb, for example, Ioses its
verbal properties (such as the ability to passivize, be
nominalized or form inperatives), and where its cornplernent
takes on properties of a nain verb; 3) cliticization, a
norphophonological shift during which the verb gradually loses
status as an independent word, cliticizing on to the newly
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for¡ned rnain verb3o,. and 4) erosion, a phonetic shift, vrhere the
phonologícal naterial- of the verb erodes and the resulting
functional norpheme loses its ability to carry distinctive
tone or stress.

A common grammatical ization chain described by Heine

(1993) and others is that developing out of verbs such as
rrf inishrr into the f ollowj-ng rnarkers:

completive/resultative > perfect3l > perfective > past

The entire granmaticali zation schena stenming fron FINISH in
ASL is conplex, v¡ith certain preverbal functionaL norphernes

deveJ.oping fron the transitive verb FINISH v¡ith tHl structure,
and others in a postverbal position fro¡n the stative predicate

BE.FINISHED (either [H] or IHI,[H] ) aiiscussed as an additional
pathway in section 3.4.4 bel-or.Fz.

a) Anterior

The anteríor signals a past action but with relevance to
the tirne of reference (Bybee, perkins and pagLiuca 1994).

Bybee et a]. suggest that anteriors frequently gramnatícalize
fron cornpletives, neaning that sonething has been done

thoroughLy or to conpletion, which have themselves often

3oHeine. fl9?3) notes that in many l,test African languagêsthe verb cliticizes to the subject pionoun instead of Íne-conplement verb.
31or, anterior.

32some functions, such as anterior, have developed inboth syntactic positions, but the postverbal appears to be
rnuch preferred by ASL signers.
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granmaticalized fro¡n verbs meaning rto finishrr. In this
study, a norphene defined as conpletive aspêct appears in the
granmatical-ization chain in clause-fina1 position described in
3.4.4.t. Whether or not a clearly identifiablê preverbal_

conpletíve was active in ÀSL at any tine is not knov¡n, but in
the present corpus, none l.¡as apparênt. Rather, several
instances of FINISH follor,red by another verb appear to have

¡noved away fro¡n the strictly verbal sense, and have an

anterior reading. This norphene is given the label
FINISH.AUX(ãnt) because, f argue, it is auxilíary to the verb
directly following it rather than acting as a rnain verb
itself, it, has Lost nuch of Èhe sernantic notion of cornpleting
something, and it has the sense of current relevance.
Exanples are given in (92) to (84).

(82) (The sÍgner is asked if she hrants sonething to eat)
FINTSH.AUX(.nt¡ EAT

I rve already eaten.

(83) (The signer is asked if he will be seeing BiÌl today)

PRO.1 FTNISH.AUXT.nÐ SEE B-I-L-L LAST.WEEK

I saw Bill last week (so I donrt need to today).
(84) (The signer is discussÍng a business trip to Regina takenthe year prior, ?!q the question has corne up úhether ornot the signer wil_l- be going back once rnorej

(PRo.1) FTNISH.AIIXI."t) ToUcH REGÏNA, Tæ YEAR;GA*, ffif,
Irve been to RegÍna, but Irn noÈ going back again thisyear.

FINISH.AUX{ant¡ in (82) Èo (84) has the structure [H] rather
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than [HMH]. (82) has the sarne sentent,ial structure as (7 6b,) ,

rêpeated belor,¡ (the nuLl argunent pRo.1 notvrithstanding) ,

which indicates anbiguity between the ¡nain verb FrNrsH, also
with the structure tHl and the anterj-or readíng, the
difference being indicated purely by the discourse context.
(76) b. PRO.1 FTNTSH.MÀÏN EÀT

r finÍshed eatÍng (the sandwich).

The ant,erior sense of (93) and (84) appears to be less
ambiguous in that the notion of conpletion is not like1y to be

understood literally. SEE in (83), and TOUCH, a rnetaphoric
extention of the verb rto touchr here rneanj.ng rto go tor, in
(84) are not activities that can be rf inj.shedr', and therefore
the preverbal FINISH does not, act as a l_exical verb.

The ambiguity between FINISH.MÀIN and FINISH.AUX1"n,, is
resolved if we atte¡npt to negate FrNrsH with the clitic Nor.
In (85), and as we have seen in section 3.4.1.3, NOT can
freely negate the ¡nain vêrb FINISH.MÀIN, but cannot give an

anterior readíng. In (86) to (g7), however, the readíng
cannot be anterior, and in fact, no logical neaning is
possible.

(85) PRO.1 NOT-FINTSH. MAIN/ *NOT-FrNrsH. AUXr.nu EAT

I didntt finish eatinq (the sandr,rich; therers sone left).:tI dídntt already eat (the sandwich, so f wiii no;i:-''
(80¡ *pps.1 NOT-FINISH. AUX(ânr) SEE B_I_L_L LAST. ¡{EEK

(f didn't see Bill last week (so I need to toilay) . )
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(az¡ *(PRo.1) NOÍ-FINISH.ÀW("nt) TOUCH REGINA

(I,ve not been to Regína (but I night be goíng this
year) . )

It aLso appears that FINISH.ÀW("nI) can be phonologicalLy

reduced, having thê structure given 1n (88), although this
reduced forn tends to occur nore often t¡íth the perfective and

past readÍngs descríbed belo$r. ThiE form ís labelted
FINISH. AIIXr(ant) to differentíate it fron the non-reduced forn.
ThÍs appears to be a phonological phonomenon f.rithout any

change in neaning.

(88) FrNIsH. Àtrxr(ant) [H]

local.
DOVå¡Àent

Key: [t¡{r] reduced twisting locaL novenent

While FINISH as a ¡tain verb can be separated in the

sentence frorn its cornplenent by topicalizatÍon, FINISH. AtIX(snt)

cannot be. In (89) and (90), this division into topic and

corn¡nent constituents is in evidence, while in (91) and (92)

it is not possible.
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(89) PRO.1 FINISH.MÀIN WHltT, EÀT SÀNDI{ICH

l{hat did I finish doing? Eating a sand$¡ích/I finished
eating a sandwich.

t
(90 ) EAT SANDWICH, FINISH.MATN

As for eating the sandwich, f finished/f finished eatingrthe sandwich.

(9r¡ *p¡9.1 FTNISH.AUXI.n¡¡ $lHÀT ¡ SEE B-I-L-L LÀST.WEEK

(92) *g¡¡ B-I-L-L LÀST.WEEK, pRO.1 FINISH. ÀUXr (unt)

In (89) FINISH,MÀIN is in the topic phrase, lrhile its
cornplernent verb EÀT is in the connent, whereas (90) shows the
reverse. An anterior reading is not possible in (91), and in
(92), vrith SEE in the topic, the anterior cannot be positioned
in the conment separated fro¡n the verb in the topíc33.

FINISH.ÀUX(.¡t¡ can thus be understood to have
grarnrnatical.ized fro¡n FINISH.MÀIN. (93) shows this J.ink along
the verbal FINISH to pAST marker gramrnaticalizat.ion pathway.

_ .ttExanple (92) is si¡nilar ín structure to the anteriordescribed in 3.4.4.1 beIow, although the anterior in 3.¿.i.tis anaryzed as granrnaticalizing fro¡i a different (but relatedisource,. BE.FINISHED, along an altogether differènt pathwav.
and which does not appear t,o have a phonoLogicafry'iÀãuðåávariant.
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(93 ) FINISH. MAIN(compr.êtel

trüfi1
(v+NP)

I

FÏNTSH MÀTN
tHl

(V+CLausal Conplenent )
I

FINISH. AIIX (â,r,
tHl

(Àux+v)

It should be noted that a second anterior in clause-final
position has deveLoped frorTr the stative predicate BE.FINISHED

in ASL, discussed in 3.4.4.1 beLow. This clause-final
anterior, according to my consultants, is by far preferred
over the one just described. Nonetheless, they both occur3a.

3aAn additional auxiliary not analyzed in detail in thísstudy. is what, I would labeI FINISH. Altx(in"houriu6¡ ¡ âDd suggestthat it is an additional grarnnaticatizatjóñ'-äå'-irîl¡rss.AUÍ;..;,
but does not fall as a further 1ink in the grammaticafizatiän
chain fro¡n verbal FINISH to pAsT narker. ,inl. àoufà ¡;;h;;=be ill-ust_rated as _(the verticaL tr . . . rr indicates tne yet, Lã -ledescribed links along this chain):

FrNrsH [HMH]
I

FrNrsH.MÃrN [H]
I

FINISH.AUX(.nt¡ [H]

:' 
rlnrsn.¿,uxrrrnc¡oativer IH]

PÀST
The inchoative auxitiary is exempLified by (i).
( i ) PRO . 3 FINISH. AUXr (in.hourive) TALL

He has become tall.
Bybee et al. (1994) _cite Thonas (1928:164) who gives a si¡niLarreadÍng of an anterior in Engenni (Kwa, Niger-Cóngo), in (ii).
(ii) ò ¡nenimeni nì

it sweet anteriorrIt has become sweet. I
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b) Perfective

Perfectives are defined by Bybee, perkins and pagJ-iuca

(1994) as events viewed as bounded, often in the past, but
described for their own sake ¡,¡ith no particular relevance to
the tirne of speaking. In this regard they differ fron
anteriors. preverbal FINISH in ASIJ can in many contexts be
shown to have a perfective reading, as in (94) to (9g). This
sense is given the label FTNISH. ÀUXr ¡p..rr , indicating that it
has an auxiliary function, is phonologicalLy reduced, and is
perfective in neaning.

(94) (The signer is saying e¡hen and why he !¡ent to Regina)
(pRo.1) FTNISH. ÀUXr tp.,o TOUCH REGINA LAST. yEÄR,

t
WHY, MEETTNG

I qrent to Regina for a rneeting last year.
(95) (PRO.1) FINISH. ÀUxr(pe.fl EAT SANDI{ICH

I ate a sandwich.

(96) (pRo.1) FrNrsH. AUXr (perfl vJoRK THREE. HOITR yEsrERDAy

ï worked for three hours yesterday.
(97) (The signer is retting so¡neone knov¡ that he ran Ínto Billthe week before)

PRO.1 FINISII. AUXT 1p.rfl SEE B-I-L-IJ LAST.WEEK

f saw Bill last week (and he didnrt Look so good).
(98) (The.signer is relating a seríes of events thatpreviously took place) -

PAPER, PRO.1 FINI SH. ÀUXr 1p..r¡ pUT.

Às for_the paper, I put iÈ down/I put the paper down (andthen left).
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Às (94) to (98) illustrate, the event described by the verb is
seen as having taken pIace, but in none of these exarnpLes is
there reference to any internaL part of the event or activity,
and neither do any of the activities carry on, that is, each
verb descrÍbes an êvent, that is bounded, and the boundedness
is signal-ed by FINISH. ÀUXE lperrl . Each sentence ¡nay, given a

context suggesting current relevance, have an anterior reading
as welL. (94) above and (94) contrast in this regard for the
verb TOUCH 'to go tor. one further exanpì.e also ilLustrates
this, with the anterior reading given in (99).
(99) (PRO.1) FINTSH.AUX{.nr) EAT SANDI,¡rCH

I I ve eaten the sandr,¡ich (so give rne sone dessert) .

This contrasts with the perfective FrNr sH . AUXr ¡perrl in (95).
The difference between the anterior and perfectíve can be
subtle, and the above exanples of perfectives and anteriors
show that overlap of these two rneanings continues to take
place in ASL. FINfSH.AUX{.nr) and FINISH. AUXr rp",rr differ in
that first, desemanticization goes a step further__the
morpheme I s semantic content has broadened to include any event
Looked at as a r¡hoIe (and past) event. Second, while
FlNIsH. ÀUxr{pe¡r) is given in (94) to (98) as a reduced forn, it
is possible to get the sarne perfective reading with a non_
reduced f or¡¡. The anterior reading of FINISH.AUXI.n.j rnay

appear as a reduced form, but the likelihood is that for the
anterior, FINISH.ÀUX wil_t not be reduced, v¡hereas for the
perfective, it will be.
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Sentences (100) to (101) show sinpj.y that FINI SH. ÀUX ¡perr)

cannot be negated !¡ith the cLitic NOT, and (102) shosrs,
similar to the anterior, that the perfective cannot be
separated fron its verb pUT by topÍcalization.
(10O) *(PRO.1) NOT-FINTSH. AUXr (PE!f ) WORK THREE. HOT]R YESTERDÀY

(1Ot¡ *p¡pgR, pRO.1 NOT-FINISH. AUXr ¡p.,¡¡ pulta

t
(102¡ *pg1'" pApER, pRO.1 NOT-FINf SH. AUXr 1p..r¡

The perfective, then, can be viewed as the next link al-ong the
grarnmaticalization chain, and is given in (103).
(103) FINï SH . MÀrN (comp.t ere)

tHM{l
(v+NP)

I

FINTSH }ÍAIN
tHl

(V+CLausaL Complenent)
I

FINI SH. AUX (""t)
iHl

(Àux+v)
I

FINïSH. ÀUXr1p.rr¡
tHl

(AUX+V)

c) Past

The past, as Bybee, perkins ând pagliuca (1994) define it
refers to a situation occurring before the noment of speech.
The nain difference between past and perfective, according to
Bybee et al. is that the past relates a situation deictiòalIy
to the nonent of speaking, whereas the perfective does not.
Rather, the perfective expresses a point of vier¡ that sees the
situation as a single, bounded event.
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Pâst and perfective nay be difficult to distinguish, and

this is the case for ASL, but several exarnples appear to
indicate that the event took place prior to the nonent of
speaking, but with no particular reference to the event's
boundedness or cornpleteness. Thesê examples are shown in
(104) to (106), hrith the auxiliary labelIed FINISH. Auxr(past)-.

( 104 ) PRO . 1 FINISH. Auxr¡p""¡¡-DO. HoMEI^IORK

I did homework.

(105) pRO.1 FINTSH. AItXr(p6st)-STUDy, 
".",35 

NoT-yET

I studied, but as for being finished, I am not yet/I
studied, but did not get done.

t
(106) PRO.1 FINISH. AUXr(pô",)-WORK THREE-HOUR, WORK NOT-FINISH

I worked for three hours, but as for the r^rork, T didnrtfinish it/I worked for three hours, but did not get
finished.

Each of these sentences contains an activity verb wÍth no

inherent end-point. The auxitiary places the activity prior
to the tíme of speaking, and is thus the nost generaL sense

for this forrn of FINISH so far. Interest ingLy,

FINISH. AUxr¡past)- ín these exarnples has been phonologically
reduced to the point of being alrnost inperceptible. That is,
the strong hand begins the sign complex [AUX+V] v/ith [4u]
handshape flickíng the fingers s1ightly, immediately fol_lovred

by a change ín handshape to that of the verb. This handshape

35This stative predicate is discussed in section 3.4.4.Here it should be noted that it appears without a compl-ementin topic position.
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change appears to occur during the Movement [M] segment of the
verb. If the verb is a two-handed sign, the weak hand is
already in position for the initial [4u] handshape of the
strong hand. This indicates the most tightly bound auxiliary
rnorpheme of all- the FINISH auxiliaries looked at in this study
and thus the tAUX-Vl 91oss is hyphenated.3ó A possible
representation of the structure FINISH. AUXr(past)_WORK is given
in (107).

-3ó1foa¡ provides an illuminatinq contrast to (71\.repeated here as (i) (but with the uppropíi.t. *-.1;-".; ìåËåíadded).

( t' 
"'i'Ë13îh3å";i f, åil1i5;fliI!"Egt"å1"ïo'"wo*,noun,

The verb DO. HOMEi{ioRK has the rather conp]ex structure
llYgY-MIl.. of sisnificance is rhe ina¡iriiï-ãf -úe -;äi;
HoMEWORK to appear $/ith the auxitiary filrhe verb po.¡rðfuswõRü ro appear w*h rhe .åii";åYi,çi'*iä":ilïri:shown.in (Íii) and (iv)..-ihis srrows creaiiv iñã-aiiiå;ä;;;'i;function betvieen the main verb and tirã âuxliriàrt -----..-- -"
(ii¡ *p¡9. 1 FINTSH.AUX,_-^-,-HOMEWORK.(iii) *yEsrERDAy pno. ll"'Ëtursn.uañi"fr,",e)_Do.HoMEt^loRK
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s
¡Í¡r

P

sr

_->

Key: [rnd, c] first Movenent is circular toward then away frorothe weak hand, with contact on the radial side of the vreak
hand rrf istrr (s handshape) , [s, HL, Þ, R.A, ] strong hand rf istll
handshape, heel proximaL to location on weak haná radj.al sideof rrf ist r [s, HI-,, c, RA] f inal hold in contact vríth vreak handlocation

Once again, FfNf SH. AUXr(p€st)- cannot be negated r,¡ith NOT, nor

can it be topicalized away fron the verb it is auxiliary to.
While the status of FINISH. ÀUxr(psst)- as a past rnarker must be

consÍdered tentative in this study, it can be seen as the end

point of the grannaticalization chain under discussion. It is
possible that it is an energing use of the auxiliary evolved

fron FINfSH.MAIN, and tends to be used when the time-frarne of
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the clause is not cLear by other neans. As such, the
grarnmaticalization pathnay with the past rnarker addition is
given in (108).

(108) FINISH. MAIN (compÌete)

tmflrl(v + NP)
I

FTNTSH MAIN
tHl

(V + C1ausal Conplenent)
I

Ff NI SH . AUX ¡.nt ¡

tHl
(AUx + v)

I

FINf SH.AUXr¡pe,r¡
tHl

(Àux + v)
I

FINTSH. ÀUXr¡p""t¡-
tHl

(AUX + v)

3.4.3.3 Sumnarizing the Auxìl_iarization of FINISH.MAIN

White it is cLear that there is progressive novenent a$¡ay

from the completeness or final-ity expressed by

FINI SH . MÀf N (comp1ere) and FINISH.MAIN as nain verbs, it is also
evident that there is a reanalysis of sentence structure.
That, FINISH does not fit neatly into one senantic or lexical
category is typical of the grammaticalization process causÍng
rrhybridsI that overJ-ap categories (Heine, Claudi and

Hünneneyer 1991) and are characterized, especially during
earlier stages, by ¡nuch arnbiguity (Hopper 1991).

Auxiliarization takes place when reanalysis, or 'rconstituent-
int,ernaL reanalysisrr as Heine and Rey (1984) caLL it, causes

constituent boundaries to be redefined atong the ]ine of (109)
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fron Heine, ClaudÍ and Hünneneyer (1991:168).

(109) (A,B) C-A (B,C)

Often this neans that, a biclausal construction is reanalyzed,

or grarnrnaticaLized, as a singl-e clause, as is the case in
Teso, an Eastern Nilotic languaqê (Nilo-saharan farnily) found

in v¡estern Kenya and eastern Uganda (Heine, Claudi and

Hünnemeyer 1991, taken frorn Hilders and Laerrence 1956) shovrn

in (110).

(110) nam petero e-koto eki ok (1991:169)

not, Peter 3sg-vrant dog

Peter does not want a dog.

This sentence has an earlier forn with e-mam petero as the
¡naÍn cl-ause neaning tit Ís not PeterI folLov¡ed by the

subordinate cÌause e-koto eki ok t(r^rho) wants a dogr.

This type of reanalysis characterizes the FINISH.MAIN to
FfNISH. AUXrlp."t¡ grammatícaJ. Ízation chain where FINISH is
cLearly a verb at one end, but an auxiliary at the other.
Desenanticization has taken place, in that the specificity of
the neaning (conpleteness, finality) of the verb FINISH no

longer ho1ds, and has become so general by the end of the
chain, that it sinply signals that an activity has occurred.

before the tine of speaking. Decategorízation has progressed,

in that as FINISH beco¡nes ¡nore auxiliarized, Ít ceases to
function as a verb. The conpl-enent verb takes over as the
¡nain verb of the c]-ause. Clitícization takes place as FINISH

¡noves down the grammaticalization chain, until erosion is
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clearl-y evident, in that the auxiliary becornes an unstressed
syllab1e, and is sígnificantly reduced phonologically. What

is abundantly clear is that the norphenes discussed in this
section are not discrete points, but rather falL al.ong a

continuu¡n both senantically and phonologicalJ-y.

As mentíoned previously, records have not been availabLe
to check the diachroníc progression of FfNfSH as a main verb
into a past rnarker, but vihat has been described is sinilar to
general grannaticatization processes. Bybee, perkins and

Pagliuca (1994) report a nurnber of inst,ances where languages

have developed anteriors frorn either action or statj-ve verbs,
and fron there developed either perfectives or past narkers.
Heine (1993) sinilarly concludes that a typical chain of
grarnmat,ical function is that in (111).

(L11) conpl.!ly"/ > perfect ( anterior ) > perfective > past
resu 1t Íve

The morphenes related to FrNrsH described above indicate that
this analysis can be applied to ÀsL. Syntactic reanalysis can

also be interpreted from the above discussion, following
Heine, Claudí and Hünnemeyerrs (1991) reaJ.ignrnent shown in
(l-09) above, that is, a shift fron (A,B) C to A (Bf C) as in
(1t2) .

(LIz) (NP FINISH.MÀIN) coMpLEMENT .+ Np (FTNISH.AUX VERB)

The auxiliarization of FfNISH.MAIN is summarized in Table
3.1 beIow. The colunn headed by "Conplenentr notes whether
FINISH is followed by an Np or clausal cornplenent, or is a

part of a verb complex v¡ith a verb other than FINISH as the
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main verb. Under t'Topicrr, rrYesrr indicates that FINISH or its
cornplement can appear in topic position, and therefore
separated fron the other element it is dependent upon hrithout

beconing ungrarnrnatical, or r,¡ithout signÍficantly altering the

meaning of the sentence. The |tFree/Boundrr column describes

what appears to be the most connonly occurring forn, either a

free morphe¡ne, or bound to the ernergent main verb. euestion
¡narks indicate that either of the given choices are as likeIy
to occur.

Table 3.1. cranmaticalí zation of FINISH fron main verb

clos s Word Cornple- Phonof.
Cl-ass ment Rêduction

Negation Topic Free/
INOT-FTNTSI{ì Rôrrñ.i

FINISH. V NP No
mINlcorpt"t")

FINISH. V Clause
MAIN

FINISH. V/AUX Clause/
MAïN/ Verb

FrNIsH. complex
AUXtunt)

FTNÏSH. AUX VeTb
AUXr{pu"t) complex

FÏNISH. AUX VeTb
AUXr¡past)- conplex

YES Yes F

No Yes

?

Yes F

Yes

Yes

No

No

3.4.4 The Second GrannatícaLizat.ìon pathway: From BE.FINISHED
to FunctionaT Morphenes

In the previous section FINISH was described as, first,
developing two phonological forms [HMH] and [H], and, second,

as grarnnaticaliz ing frorn the tHl forn to a series of
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auxiliaries. All of these vJere found to be preverbal,

developing fron a transitive verb. FINISH as a functional-

morphene occurs postverbally as we11, ho$rever, and this
postverbal set of rnorphernes is the next topic of discussion,

analyzed as developing along a second granrnatícalization

path$tay, through a stative predicate BE.FINISHED. Accordíng

to Givón, the argunent of a stative predicate is rnost likely
a ttpatient of staterr, the one whose state the proposition

describes ( L984:88 ) .

That there exists a relationship between the ¡nain verb

FINISH and the stative predicate BE.FINISHED is clear, but a

discussion of the deveLopment of one fron the other nust

rernain spectulative, given the lack of historical- data. This

uncertainty is cornpounded, given that the stative predicate

BE. FINISHED also has tr^¡o phonologícal forrns tHtfi¡l and [H]

identicat to FTNISH. MÀrN{"_pr"t") [HMH] and FINISH.MAIN [H]. The

difference is syntactic: BE.FINISHED is clause-fina], as wiII
be seen below. In this study, no atternpt is made to resolve
whether the stative predícate evolved from the main,

transitive verb, even though this rnight seen the rnost logicat
because it reflects a deliberate action on the part of a

hunan, $¡hereas BE.FINISHED reflects the result of that actj_on,

or the transitive verb from the stative predicate. Foley and

van Valin (1984) based on Dowty (f979), on the other hand,

cl-ai¡n that stative predicates are more basic, and achievernent,

activity and accornplishnent verbs are based on a statíve
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predicate r^¡ith the addition of operators or connectives,

These tr,¡o possibilites are schenatízed in ( l-l-3 ) .

(113) a. FINISH. MAINrcorpre.tel [ffi]
/ \.

FrNrsH. MÀTN BE. FINI S-HED(conptete)

tHl Irü4Hl
(NP + stative predicate)

b. BE. FINI SHED(comô[ ête)
tHMH]

(NP + stative predícate)
I

FrNrsH. MAïN(conDt.ete)
IHMH]

I

FINTSH. MAIN
tHl

I^thich possibility, either (11-3a) or (113b) is the case is left
for further study. Here, rather, our discussion is focussed.

on the evolution of norphenes along subsequent

grarnmaticaJ-ization chains.

In the following section, r¿e will see that BE.FINISHED as :

astativepredicatea1sogrammatica1izesintosevera1
functional norphenes. First, however, f r^ri1l exanine 

ì

BE.FTNISHED as a stative predicate with IHMHI and tHl
structure.

The simplest exarnpJ.es are gj_ven in (L14) and (11b), where

the predicate functions as a whole clause. Because ASL is an

optionally nu]1 argunent language, no overt subject is needed.
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(11-4) (The signer has been working on the r^rording for a
resolution to be presented to the menbership of an
organization he belongs to, and has just conpl_eted it)
(pRo.1) BE. FrNr SHED<"onpt 

"t") [ffi]
I an all- finished (for good) .

(115) (The signer has been vrriting a first draft of a
resolution, and the addressee has agreed to make
suggestions )

(PRO.1) BE. FTNISHED tH]

I an finished (this rough draft, untj-l yourve checked it
over).

The sense of (L14) and (l-l-5) is that some state of cornpletion

has been reached. These t$io exarnples differ, however, in a

sirniÌar manner as FINISH. MAlN¡comprete) [HMH] and FINISH.MAIN IH]

in that BE. FINÌ sHED(coÍpr ete) is understood as final or
unquestionable (finished for good), but for BE.FINTSHED, the
sernantic notion of cornpLetion has broadened to refer to
situations that nay be seen as temporary. In other words, the
sense of fínality of the cornpletion has been Lost. Several

further exanples with an Ínanirnate subject also il-lustrate
this distinction. These are given in (l_16) and (LL7).

(L16) (The signer is leaving the theatre and meets a friend
outs ide )

DR.A,MA BE. FINISHED (complete) [HMH]

The play is over for good (because the run j.s over and
this was the l-ast perforrnance).

(117) DR.A,MA BE.FINTSHED IH]

The play is over (for tonight).
Sírnilar to our previous discussion of FINI SH. MÀINt"orpr"t"> and

FINISH.MAIN, no assumption can at this ti¡ne be nade that
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BE.FINISHED as [H] is a phonological reduction of [HMH], but

senantically it has generalized. I suggest, then, that
BE.FINISHED can be interpreted as the first step in a

grammatical-izatíon chain away from BE, FINISHED{"qç["I">. This is
shof¡rn in ( 118 ) .

(118) BE. FrNr SHED(comÞ[ êtel
tHMH]

(NP + stative predicate)
I

BE. FINTSHED
tHl

(NP + stative predicate)

Frequently, BE. FINI SHED(coÍprete) and BE.FINISHED appear at
the end of a clause containíng another verb, such as in (119)

Lo (L22). A pause following the first clause is frequentty
observed.

( 1l_9 ) EAT SANDWICH BE. FINI SHED(compr ete)

I an finished eating the whole sandwich.

( 12 o ) THIs-MoRNiNG TEACH CLASs , BE. FINI sHED¡compr.ete)

This ¡norning I taught cJ.ass (and nov¡) I arn finished for
good (because the course is over) .

(12].) EAT SANDWICH BE.FTNISHED

f am fíníshed eating the sand$¡ich (although I couldn't
eat it aI1).

(122) THIS-MORNING TEACH CLASS, BE.FINISHED

This morníng I taught class (but now) I an finished
the day) .

In (11e) and (120)

f ínal.ity. In (119)

(120) not just that

( for

we have the fuI1 sernantic sense of

the entire sandwich is consurned, and in
rnorn j.ng, s class is over, but the entire
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course. BE.FINISHED in (121) and (122) do not share this
sense. Instead the activity has been conpl-eted, but the

object is not so entirely affected. Tn (121) BE.FINISHED is
a co¡nment on the activity of eating, but does not suggest that
the sandv¡ich is all gone. Ln (L2z) the morning's class has

been taught, but the course is not over. The state of being

finished teaching is in fact ternporary, until the next day.

Typicall-y, this use of FINISH is treated as either an

anterior, perfective, or cornpJ-etive narker, exernpLified by

Fischer and cough (1972), Frj.edman (1975) ancl Va]li and l_,ucas

(1992). whil-e it is the case, as I argue below, that several
such grammatical rnorphemes do occupy this syntactic position,
I suggest that BE . FINI SHEDr"o.pr"t") and BE.FINISHED in (119) to
(l-22) are whole predicates.

First, and nost, convÍncingly, prononinal ínsertion is
possibJ-e in (119) to (:-z2), rendering (123) to (126).
(123) EAT SANDWICH, pRO. L BE . FTNI SHED¡"orpt"t"¡

( 12 4 ) THIS-MORNING TEACH CI¡ASS , pRO . 1_ BE. FINTSHED{",,pI"I")

(125) EAT SANDWTCH, PRO.1 BE.FINISHED

(L26) THIS-MORNING TEACH CITASS, pRO.1 BE.FINISHED

This suggest,s that if a prononinat subj ect, can be inserted
before BE.FINI SHED(comptete) and BE.FINISHED, they nust be

considered as separate clauses Ínstead of auxil_Íary particles.
These sentences, then, are biclausal, and as Heine (1993)

suggests, are an exanple of syntactic iconicity in that the
ordering of the clauses represents the tenporal ordering of
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the events (the activity takes place, and then ends).

Second, BE. FINISHED (cohprere) and BE.FINISHED in (119) to
(f22) carry nornal stress. As a resuLt, NOT can cLiticíze to
the stative verb, and the clause containing the activity verb,

aLready in first posítíon, can be narked as topic while
BE. FINISHED (compÌere) and BE. FINISHED re¡nain as colnment

constituents. It vrould not be unconmon for these thro

phenonena to occur together as in (127) to (130).37

t
(127) EAT SANDWICH, NOT-BE. FTNTSHED (.o*pr.r.)

As for eating the sandwich, f am not finished the whoÌe
thing.

(l_28) THIS-MORNING TEACH CLÀSS, NOT-BE. FINISHED (.o*pr.t.)

This ¡norning I taught class (but) f arn not finÍshed
(because the course is not over).

t
(129) EÀT SANDWICH, NOT-BE.FINISHED

I am not finished eating the sandwich (although f naynot eat it all).

- 
3Trnterestingty, narkÍng the entire first clause as topicproduces the identical sentence structure as does topicalizingthe cornplement of the ¡nain verbs FINISH. MAIN,":-^, -_-, anáFINISH.MAIN. The dífference nay be akin to:

(i) I did not finish painting the house, and(ii) I arn not finished painting the house.

whether or not this difference ís significant in ASL, or vrhichwould be the more accurate analysis, is open to question.Nonetheless, whichever proves to be the nore d-esírableanalysis, the claim that BE. Ff NISHED r"*or.ror and BE.FINISHED actas verbs and not auxiliary particles is not nulLified.
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(130) THIS-MORNING TEÀCH CLÀSS, NOT-BE. FINISHED

This ¡norning I taught class (but) Irn not yet finished(for the day) .

The biclausal nature IS+BE.FINISHED] of these sentences

is apparent in several rnore exarnples in whích an overt topical
NP is not the subject of BE.FINISHED. In these sentences,

given here in (131) and (L32) , the topical. Nps BoOK and

NEWSP^APER are inanimate objects of the verbs GM in (131) and

PUT.DO$IN in (L32).

( 131) BOOK BE. FINISHED (conprere) , 2ctVE1

As for when you are finíshed with the book, give it to
ne/give ¡ne the book when you are finisheã r¡ríth it.

(132) NEWSPAPER pUT.DOWN, BE.FTNTSHED

I put down the nev¡spaper after I was finished (readingir) .

In (131-) the signerrs eye-gaze is directed at the addressee as

BE. FINTSHED (conp.rete) is sígned,38 indicating that the addressee

is the subject of BE. FINISHEDT.o*pr.t"l rather than BOOK. This is
perhaps borne out in the signer r s use of 2cM1, suggesting,

because the rnove¡nent of the verb begins fron the direcÈion of
the addressee (2nd person, or pRO.2), that the book is
originatly in the possession of the addressee. A clearer
example is found in (132). Here BE.FINISHED is not a cornrnent

_ _ - 
ttEy_.-gaze is not dj-scussed in this study, but eye-gazeto the addressee or to a locus in the signing- space a-s añ }.Ipis sígned lexically has a si¡nil-ar funêtioi Èo the overiindexical point which signaLs a pronininal. This isdiscussed, for exanple, in Baker and ðoke1y (l_9BO).
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on the action of pulr. Dol,íN, but according to ny consultant, is
sernantically related to the prior (and unst.ated) act of
reading the ner^rspaper. If BE. FINI SHED tras anal_yzed as an
anterior or perfective as Fischer and cough (1972), Friedman
(L975) or Valli and Lucas (1992) night, suggest, the expected
reading would be ttf already/did put down the newspaperr, but
this is not the case. $thether or not the change from

INP+BE. FrNrsHEDl to Is+BE.FrNrsHED] constitutes a diachronic
progression is unclear. Hov¡ever, both instances are analyzed
as clauses composed of a stative predícate, and both have an

NP in initial position, that is, either an overt or a nul1 Np.

No cJ.airns, then, are made regarding novenent aJ.ong a

grammatical i z ation path$/ay.

3.4,4.1_ conpTet,ive Aspect and Anterior
This section expJ-ores functional rnorphernes that can be

interpreted as having grarnrnaticalized fro¡n BE. FINI SHED (coÌnprere)

and BE.FINISHED. Bybee, perkins and pagliuca (1994) and Heine
(1993) both clain that it is co¡n¡non to find an anterior energe
frorn a conpretive aspect narkêr. ASL has both as cr_ause-fina1
eLenents, but their phonological structures suggest slightly
different sources. That is, the anterior has a [H] structure
sinilar to BE.FINISHED tHl , while the completive aspect narker
has a [HI,IH] structure like that of BE. FfNf SHEDrcomprete¡. Each of
these v¡iIl be exa¡nined in turn.
a) Anterior

Às was suggested in 3.4.3.2, this anterior cornpetes with
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the preverbal anterÍor auxiliary. This one appears to have

t¡on. fn the data collected for this study, rny consultants
could find no difference in neaning bett¡een the preverbal and

clause-final anterior, although it was clear that the cLause-

final anterior was preferred. Exarnples are given in (133) to
(135). The anterior is given the label BE. Ff NISHED (ani) .

(133) (PRO.1) EÀT-BE. FINTSHED (unr) tHl

I already ate (so lrm not hungry now).

t
(134) THAT MOVTE, (pRO.1) SEE-BE. FrNrSHEDrunÐ tHl

As for that movie, Irve seen it/Itve seen that movj-e (so
letrs go to sornethíng else).

(l_35) MAN BRING BOOK-BE. FTNTSHED r",Ð , VESTERDAy

As for vrhen the rnan brought the book, it was
yesterday/the man brought the book yesterday (so now
v¡e have it ) .

In these sentences, several things are c1ear. First,
senantÍcalIy the sense of BE. FINISHED (anr) is not so nuch that
an event has been conpleted, but that the event happened

previously, but with sorne current rêIevance. second, there is
no pause betr.¡een the verb and BE. FINISHED (unt) , and in the case

of (135), the object Np BOOK and BE. FINISHED run . In fact,
BE.FINISHEDTan' hâs cliticized onto the elenent to its left.
Several questions regarding thís phenomenon, however, renain
unresolved, and as such invite furÈher investigation. When

the anterior BE. FINf SHED lunt¡ and the element to its Ìeft forrn

a complex, if BE. FINISHED (unr) reduces phonologically at all,
then it appears that the reduction is in the 1ocal
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twisting novement [tt¡], nhich rnay be so stight as to be barely
perceptible. Yet the sign nay be held for an extended period
of tine, and may be articulated with either one hand or t!ro.
Thus again, thís brings into question lrhat Èhe features of
stress and reduction are for ÀSIJ. Further, it appears that
for the complex I X-BE. FINISHED(anI) ] , where Xn is the elenent
to the left of BE. FINISHED<ï,Ð, it is the left-most menber that
undergoes clear phonologicat reduction. A good exanrple is
EAT-BE. FINISHED(sìt) in (133). The nomaL Hold-Dlovement pattern
for EAT would be t lnn'fi 1 , sholrn in (136), but in (135) the
structure of EÀT-BE. FINISHED(qnI) is IHUHI , given in (137) .

(136) EÀr

Key: [rnd, c] l,fovenents are circular, approaching and movlng
away- from the chin, [B-o, TfFI, Þ, CN] ttrun¡ anã fingerÈipstouch, proxinal in front of the SEIN.

B-o
IIBI

p

c¡
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(137) EAT-BE. FINTSHED(crt)

rn (137) the entire movenent sequence of Ejlr has bêen dereted,
with EÀT being reduced to the initial handshape of the
resulting cornplex, l¡hich subsequently opens during the
novenent segnent to the final handshape of BE. FINISHED,*,, with
the local [t!r] featurê.

Heine and Reh (1994) note a siniLar process j.n Erirê, where
vJ ,be finished, grarnmatÍcalizes into an anterior, shown in
(138).

(rsa) é-{u nú vc

he-eat thing finish
,He has eaten.,

Heine (1993) al.so suggests that this ís the case Ín Bantu
languages t¡here a conpletive or perfective aspect narkelr_ide
(Proto-Bantu) has been derived fron the post-verbaL phrase [it
is finishedrr, as in ,X does y, Ít is finishedrr. Heine clains
that at one stage this aspect narker cliticized on to the naín
verb preceding it, and has since gone on to form the present_
day aspect suf f j.x.
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Syntactically, \^¡ith the cliticized BE. FINI SHED("^r) ,

pronorninal insertion cannot occur, the verb cannot be

positioned in the topic without BE.FINTSHED, and BE.FINISHED

cannot accept NOT without altering íts sense back to that of
a full stative rneaning [to be finished'r. (139) povides a good

example of this anterior in a sentence with a narked topic and

the negator NoT.

(139) EAT-BE. FTNISHED(ant¡ r NOT

As for having eaten, I have not/I have not already
eaten.

Sentence (l-39) shows both the verb EAT and the anterior narker

-BE . FINI SHED (ãnr) in the topic , and r¡/ith NOT f orníng the
conment . 3e

The gramnatical ization chain that the above exarnples

represent is given in (l_40).

(l_40) BE. FINI SHED (comprere)

tHMH]
(NP + stative predicate)

I

BE. FINISHED
tHl

(NP + stative predicate)
I

BE . FINTSHED (anr)

tHl
( -anterior)

b) conpletive Aspect

The next norphene to be addressed is the conpletive

3eIt is also comnon for an entíre1y different sign NoT-YET, a negative anteríor, to be used iñstead of NOT in thiscontext .
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aspect v¡ith the form [Ht"fi]. Bybee, perkins and pagliuca

(199a) define conpletíves as rto do something thoroughly and

to cornpletiont' (1994:54). In thís regard., this gramrnatical

norphe¡ne remains semanticalLy close to the stative
BE. FINI SHED (cômprere) , but it behaves sinilar to the anterior,
Thus we see constructions such as (141) and (L42). The

conplet,ive marker is labelled -BE. Ff Nf SHED ¡""^p¡ .

(L4a) (PRO.1) EAT-BE.FTNISHED(..,p) trü\ftf l
r ate it all.

t
(142) THAT MOVTE, (pRo.1) SEE-BE. FTNISHED r.oo,pr tIû4Hl

As for that movie, r finaLly sar¡/ it/I finally saw thatrnovíe (and never have tó deal wit¡r it agäi.r¡.
These examples shov¡ a devel-opnent paral1e1 to BE. FINISHED (anr) .

The cornpletive norpheme ceases to operate as its own clause,
and instead becones cliticized to the elernent to its left.
Topic marking and negation v¡íth NOT are sí¡nilar processes to
BE. Ff NISHED (anr) . Both of these aspect ¡narkers undergo
syntactic reanalysis, foLlowÍng Heine, Claudi and Hünneneyer

(1991) , as in (143).

(143) (NP Verb) Stative predicate - Np (Verb-aspectual narker)
Schenatically, BE. FINISHED {comp) ís represented a as stage in a

gramrnaticali zation pathvray evotving from the stative
predicate. rhis is shown in (J-44).
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(1-44) BE. FINI SHED (coñplere,

lmffil
(NP + stative predicate)

/
BE. FINISHED

tHl
BE. FINISHED{co^p)

tHr"lHl
(NP + stative predicate) (-conpletive)

I

lE, FINISHED ¡_"t¡
tHl

( -anterior)
3.4,4.2 The Conjunction t'and then"

A further ínstance of granrnatical ization in ASL is a

conjunction l¡ith the structure [HMH], and interpreted as

having developed fron BE. FINISHED (comprete) tfûfi1 . This

conjunction is labelled here as BE. FINISHEDT.",' ¡ urith examples

given in (L45) and (146).

(145) (The signer Ís describing events that took place earlier
that day)

TODAY MORNING pRO.1 TEACH CLASS, BEfiNISHED,.j, LEAVE

This ¡norning I taught class, and then (I) left.
(146) The signer is explaining the order of courses

interpretation students nust take)

pRo.2 TAKE.Up B-T-S ENGLISH, BEJiNr.sHEq*¡ r sECoND

B-T-S ASL

You take rrBuilding Translation Skíll_s: Englishr', and
then "Building TransLatíon Skitts: ASL'I after that.

BE. FINTSHED {conj ) in (14S) and (l_46) has undergone a
further se¡nantic l-oss. Although it could be said that
literaJ.ly the sign means rr (it) is finishedr, and of course

this is its origin, gramnaticalization has taken place.
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Sandwiching BE. Ff NISHEÐ r.on1¡ between tv¡o cl_auses represents an

iconic structure suggestÍng that an event or activity takes
place, ends, and a second event or activity begins.

BE. Ff NISHEDT..'¡¡ hâs co¡ne to nean that. one event or activity
follows another.

It would seem that syntactically the stative predicate
BE. Ff NI SHED {comprere) shouLd nove toward the first clause because

it is the activity described by the verb in the fírst clause

that is seen as being completed. This is, in fact, what takes

place with the cornpletive narker, as was dj_scussed above. But

the conjunction BE. FINISHED (.""J ) is rnarked as a t,opic, which

indicates that it has rrjunped shipl so to speak, because

topics are cLause-initial, and so j-ts strongest syntactic línk
is wíth the clause that foltows Ít. Topics are und.erstood to
be infor¡nation that the speaker presupposes the addressee to
have sone prior knowledge about, and constructions such as

(l-45) and (146) in ASL provÍde an interesting way of ensuring
that the rroldrt infor¡nation is, l¡/ithout question, available to
the addressee, and therefore can be successfull_y presupposed

as known. As (147a) shows, the information (A) is presented

in the first clause, is referred to as having taken place in
lhe topic, and subsequenÈ rtnesrfl information is presented in
Èhe final clause (B). This then translates nore sirnply as

( r_47b) .

(147) a. A, given that we understand A to have taken

place, B
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b. À, and then B

Note that ín (l_46) BE. FrNf SHED (.""j) indicates that the event in
the final cLause is to foLLow the event in the first clause,
but does not nean that the first event Jras taken place. The

anterior particle BE.FINISHEDr."i) with tHl structure, nost
1ike1y in cornbination v¡ith the nonmanual head nod, is used to
mean this. Compare (146), repeated here, v¡ith (148).

(i.46) pRo.2 TAKE.up B-r-s ENcLrsu, snlËfrrsnE6[t'srcowo
B-T-S ASIJ

You take rrBuilging Translation SkilLs: Englishr', andthen rrBuilding Translation Ski1ls: ASL,I' áfter that.
nod

(l_48) pRO.2 TÂKE.Up B-T-S ENGLTSH-BE. FTNISHED(unt) , sEcoND

B-T-S ASL

You have taken 'rBuil_ding Translation Skills: Englishr',so next is rrBuilding Translation Ski1ls: ASí".
Last, we can see that BE. FINISHED rconj I stands alone as a

topic constituent, and does not undergo any phonological
reduction, as the stress/reduction test would predict. If
negation is atternpted vrith NOT, however, the rneaning and

function of BE.FINISHED appear to revert back to that of a

full stative predicaÈe, as in (149), but which renders the
sentence sernantically incoherent.

(1as¡ *p¡6.2 rAKE.up B-r-s ENGLTSH, ñõE-E;FrN-;sm*) ,

SECOND B-T-S ASL

The pronominal insertion test resutÈs in a grarnrnaticaJ-ty

aLlov¡abLe sentence, although the consultants for this study
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suggested that it rarely, if ever,

insertion is shown in (150).

occurs. Pronominal

(150) TODAY MORNTNG pRO.1 TEACH CLASS, pRO.1 BE. FTNTSHED r."" r

LEAVE

This rnorning I taught class, and then (I) teft.
The conjunction, given these facts, nay be seen neither as a

full- verb nor an auxiliary particle, but rather as a hybrid,
following Heine (1993). That is, it disptays qual-ities of
both, whích suggests that it may not yet be futly
gramrnat,icalized, but on its way.

The grarnnaticalization pathvray discussed ín this section
extends as ín (151) to include the conjunction.
( 15r. ) BE. FINISHED (comprere)

t IIMH l
(NP + stative predicate)

(NP + stative predicate) (-completive)
tt

/
BE. FINISHED

tHl

BE. FINISHED{anir
tHl

( -anterior )

BE. FINISHED¡""*p¡
tHMH]

BE . FINISHED ¡.qn¡ ¡

tHMH](s+conjunction+S)

3.4.4.3 A Summaty of the Grannat.icalization of
BE.FÏNTSTT

The above two sections show synchronic data that, suggest

the stative predicate BE. FINISHED (comprere) has undergone

gramrnaticalization on several fronts. First, both

BE. FTNISHED {comprere) tH¡üfl and BE,FINïSHED tHl were seen to
occur, and following this sp1it, each was seen to have non-
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verbal senses derived fron then, In this study, the

grammaticalization of BE. FINISHED lco,p.rete) tHMHI is referred to
as a single, and arbitrarily the rrsecondrr, chain. The

decision to denote the grarnmaticalization of
BE. FINISHED (comprerê) and of FINI SH. MAIN (comp.iete) as two distinct
pathways v¡as based primarily on syntactic grounds, that one

pathway contained preverbal morphenes, and the other, cLause-

finaI. In any case, it is clear that pol-ygrammatical ization
has taken place, that is, grarnmaticalization along several

differing pathways but each stenning frorn the same source, in
thís case, the sign most basícalIy glossed as FINISH.

There is evidence that the above described rnorphe¡nes do

not for¡n a cornplete list. For exanple, one additional
functíon of BE.FINISHED tHl is that of an exhaustive marker,

signalling that an exhaustive list has been given, or that a

total- nurnber has been reached. An exanpLe is given in (152),

in which the morpherne receives the label BE. Ff NISHED {exhausrive) .

(t52) (pRO.3) HAVE THREE CHILD BE. FTNTSHED (.*huu"rive)

She has three children (and thatrs a11) /She has just the
three chil-dren.

This and other possibilities, such as the Ínchoative marker

and an emphatic marker, are left for further study. Bybee,

Perkins and Pagliuca (7994) , interestingly, suggest that each

of these exist ín other languages as extentions of either an

anterior, for the inchoatíve, and conpletive narker, for the
exhaustive and ernphatic sense.

Characteristics of those morphernes discussed in 3.4.4 are
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given in Table 3.2 betov/. rrYes and rrNorr as column entries
indicate the rnost likety occurence, and once again, question

narks denote that either choice (yes or no) is equally
poss ible ,

Table 3.2. Gram¡naticalization of BE. FINTSHED (.o*pr"r.)
as a sf ¡f i r¡a nrad i ¡.:f a

GToss Hl,I Phonol pronon Negation Topic free/
Sttucture Reduc. Insert. Bound

BE. IHMHI No Yes yes yes F
FINr SHED (.o,pr.r.)

BE. tHr"rHl
FïNISHED (..^p)

BE. tHlrtrtl No

Yes No No No ?

No Yes F
FINI SHED (conJ )

BE. tHl
FTNI SHED

BE. tHl
FINI SHED (..t )

No Yes

No

Yes

No

3.5 Nonmanual Tense Inflection
llhat the above discussion on the grammaticalizat.ion of

FINISH has not yet taken into account are the nonrnanual

narkers whÍch frequently accornpany the texical sign. As was

seen in Chapter 2, sone nonmanual ¡narkers encode l_exical

inforrnation ín that they code certain adjectives such as

rrsmallrr âDd rrhugett or manner adverbs such as rtcarelesslyr.

Others are functional in nature, rnarking topic constituents,
or sentences as poLar or Wh- questions, for exarnple.

In this section T look at the possibility that a set of
norunanual- markers--facial and body postures--affixes to verbs
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to mark then as tensed, The dj.scussÍon presented belor¡¡ does

not seek to be definitive. Rather, it reports and corn¡nents on

a set of nonmanual ¡narkers consistentÌy occurring in the

corpus of ÀSL sentences gathered in this study. It is clear

that this area of ASL grammar requires further research.

Early attenpts at understanding how ASL expresses past,

present and future, as discussed in Chapter 1, first focussed

on l-exical sígns, prirnarily time adverbs, articulated aJ-ong a

tine-line $rhereby the present ís represented by signs

positioned irnmediately in front of the signer's body, the

future by signs that extend out in front of the signer, and

the past by signs noving in a direction back or behind the

signer (Friedrnan 1975, Frishberg 1979, Baker and Cokely 1980).

Friedman (L975) also notes that. rnoving the head or body

slightly backv¡ard indicates a past-tine reference, v¡hile

¡noving the head or body slightly forward indícates a reference

to future tine. For present tine, the body renains upright,
v¡hich could be said to be an unrnarked position.

JacobowÌtz and Stokoe (1989) propose that some verbs are

inf lected f or past by f J-exion of the shoul-der or elbor¡, j oint,
causing the sign to be articulated in a position l_ower or

sornewhat cl-oser to the signerrs body than r¡rould be the

position for the unmarked present. Extension of the shoul-der

or elbov¡ joint, they clain, inflects the verb for future
reference. Jacobowitz and Stokoe list 27 verbs for which they

find flexion for past tense and extension for future tense
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taking p1ace. While the possibility of physical f l-exion and

extension during the articuLation of verbs ín ASL is not

questioned, the cl-ain that these features nark tense is not

supported in the current study. Nontheless, Jacobowitz and

Stokoe make an inportant contribution in suggesting that
sonething other than lexícal ternporal adverbs and tírne phrases

do contribute to time referencíng in AsL.,.

Several examples of processes in ASL, that prevent the

kind of fÌexion and extension Jacobowitz and Stokoe claim are

as foLlows. First, agreement verbs take into account the

height of the subject and object referent, v¡hether or not thê

referent is physically present. If not present, the signer

assigns the NP to an arbitrary locus. Liddel-I (1990) argues

that because each verb has a built-in height feature for
aninate argunents, the final Hold position is affected by that
height. For exanpì.e, the verb cI has a final HoId at the

actual chest l-evel of the recipient, or the perceived chest

l-evel- if the recipient is 3rd person, irnaqined by the signer
and has been assigned to a Locus. Flexion or extension r{ould

al-ter this height feature, producing an ungrarnmatical

utterance .

Second, spatiaI verbs are analyzed by padden (1999, l-990)

as taking a locative affix. In other words, a locus is a

beginninq or end point for the movement of the verb, but it is
not subject and object pronorninals that are assigned to the

loci, rather, the loci designate locations. For example, pUT
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(or PUT. DOWN) can be signed once a location has been assigned

to a J-ocus, which is then affixed to the f inal- Hold of PUT.

If this l-ocatíon has been designated as, say, a table top, the

Ìocatíon feature of the final Hold of PUT nust coincide

exactl-y vrith the locus contaíning the locative. If the two do

not coincide, for example because of flexion or extension, the

locatíon feature of the final HoId r¡ould be at sone location
other than at the table top, and the addressee would

understand the signer to nêan that what t{as supposed to be put

on the tabl-e never got there.

It can be seen, then, from these rather iconÍc features

of ASL, that spatial constraints can, and often do, supercede

the availability of sirnple flexion and extension to refer to
past and future time. ao

fn the current study, a nu¡nber of facial_ and body

gestures are observed to accompany verbs. These nonnanual

¡narkers indicate a fíve-way distinction in indicating tine
reference. They are:

a) Remote Past - chin raised, pursed lips, a head nod,

furrowed brow, eye squint, puffed cheeks

b) Near Past - chin in, lips (but not teeth) slightly apart

aoof interest is that signs are frequently extended
farther out fron the signer if larger spatial distance is
referred to, and drawn in toward the sígner if desígnating
close proxirnity. Perhaps a metaphoric extension of this totirne is what motivates Jacobor^¡itz and Stokoers cIain, even
though they argue that, the ti¡ne line (Friednan 1975, Cogent977, and others) is irrelevant to their proposed systen of
narking tense on AsL verbs.
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c)

d)

and corners of the nouth down, head turned

slíghtly to the ipsÍJ.ateral- side,

ipsilateral shoulder raised toward the

cheek or the shoulders and torso pulled

slightly back

Untensed - unmarkedal

Near Future - chin in, shoulders in, head slightly forward,

corners of the nouth raised (nouth rnay be

s]íghtly open)

e) Remote Future - chin up, wrinkled nose, pronounced frown,

head tilted forv¡ard

It appears that not all nonmanual features for each time

distinction are necessarily produced together. This suggests

that, siniLar to nonmanual topic narkers, a principle of
prototypicality is in operatÍon. fn fact, it is apparent

that, for example, a very slight pulling back of the chin

sufficiently indicates past reference. It ís also apparent,

aJ-though I would suggest that this requires further
investigation, that íf other gramnatical or pragmatic feature

clearly places the event in a particular tirne-frane, nonmanual-

tense rnarking nay not be obligatory, and thus the unmarked

case may be untensed and not specifically referring to the

present, but present time reference is not otherwise rnarked,

But when consultants for this study were presented with ASL

ntllhen a sense of inmediacy
features sinilar to those of the near

is conveyed, nonnanual
future are articulated.
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sentences containing nonnanuaL time reference markers

described above that contradicted a discourse context
suggesting an actual time-frarne, these sentences were juilged

as unacceptable. Exanples are given below.

(l-53) to (1571 illustrate each of the five ti¡ne
distinctions. Nonnanual narkers are once again given above

the lexical iten they accoÌnpany, and are abbrevíated as rrrprr

(renote past), rtnprr (near past), p (untensed), llnfr¡ (near

future), and rtrf rr (renote future).
rp

(153) MAN BRrNc BOOK

The nan brought the book (some tirne ago).

np
(154) MAN BRrNc BOOK

The ¡nan brought the book (just noT¡r).

+

ønp(155) MAN BRING BOOK, YESTERDÀY

As for the rnanrs brÍnging the book, it was yesterday/the
nan brought the book yesterday.

(156) MÀN BRING BOOK

The man will bríng the book (soon).

rf
(157) MAN BRING BOOK

The man will bring the book ( sorne tine from nohr).

These exampl-es shor¡/ that no nanual marking can clearly nark a

verb for a specific tirne, especially consídering that except
for (155), the lexical content of each is identical, (155)

suggests that the verb in the topic is unspecified for tense,
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but the tine reference of the event is then given in the

connent. of significance, YESTERDAY is accornpanied by

nonnanual near past narking, as is typical for tenporal

adverbs as wel-I as for aspect narkers such as those

grarnmaticalized fro¡n FINTSH as descrj-bed in 3.4 above.a2 It
is possible, albeit specuJ.ative, that these non¡nanual markers

originate as reguJ.ar features of the lexical ternporal signs

LONG.AGO43, RECENT shov¡n in Figure 3.S, and of FUTURE.ADV as

described in 3.4.1.2 above, but have shifted onto the verb or

co-occur with the verb if a tenporal adverb also appears ín
the clause. Data coLlectêd for this study did not address

these nonmanual markers fulIy, but as rnentioned, this topic
shoul-d be examined at Length at a later tine.

t'These nonnanual markers v¡ere o¡nitted in the abovesections to mini¡nize the description of sinultaneouslyoccurring grammat.ical features untiL a more conpletê
discussion could take place.

a3See Figure 3.1c.
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Chapter 4

concluE ions

Previous anaLyses of time referencíng ín ASL has

prirnarily focused on either a time-line that extends frorn

behind the signer, representing past events, to space

extendíng in front of the signer, representing future events,
or on time adverbs that follow a tirne reference first rule.
In addition to these phenomena, there has been linited
discussion of tenporal aspect. narking. Even the
identificatíon of tense/aspect markers has been mininal.

Prior descríptions of tenporat ad.verbs, as mentj.oned,

have argued that the tirne reference of events is set by

positioning these adverbs sentence-initial ly, and verbs that
follow are understood to be of that tine-fra¡ne until a

different tírne reference is set. Evidence in the present
study has shovm, however, that this analysis is too sirnplistic
and does not account for grarnnatical structures in which tirne
adverbs appear postverbally, and yet the event d.escribed by

the verb is placed within some tirne reference. Specifically,
I have shown that the posÍtioning of ti¡ne adverbs is better
described as motivated by topic-conrnent structure. That is,
in sentences with clearly narked topics, ti¡ne adverbs can fa11

in ínitial and final position of the topic, and ínitía1 and

final position of the comrnent. t{hen topics are not
rnorphologícaIly marked, tirne adverbs can only be positioned
sentence-initia1J-y or sentence-fina1Iy. The nediaL positions
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(topic-final and comment-initial ) are disallovred.
with this in rnind, I have expLored another cornponent of

tense/aspect in ASL, that of the various forns of FINISH.

FINISH, with a seerningly wíde range of neanings, has been

studied to some extent, but past descriptions have tended to
Look at the uses índividuaIly. In this study, hor^/ever, f have

attenpted to find some order to the functions and rneanings

associated with FINISH, considering thern polysemous to a

greater or l_esser degree, and approaching their analysis fron
a point of view known as grarnmaticalization theory.

crannaticar i zation is said to occur v¡hen morphe¡nes that
are more l_exical s1o$¡Iy develop in to more grarnmaticaJ.

norphemes. Of course the underlying principle is that this is
a diachronic process, but even when diachronic evi.dence ís
unavail-able, synchronic data can Lead to the interpretation of
rel-ated grarnrnatical, or functionaL, morphernes as having
evoLved frorn earlier, lexicaL forns. Verbs, for example,
granmaticalize into tense/ aspect/Írood (TA¡I) narkers, and
rrf inishrr or rrbe f ínished" is a cornmon source f or TA¡1t ¡narkers
in a nurnber of languaqes, Links along grammatical i zation
chains are not considered discrete, but are often hybridr,
that is, they display characteristics of nore than one
category.

In ASL, FINISH as a ¡nain verb and BE.FINISHED as a

stative predicate, undeniably related both phonologically and

semanticalty, can be understood to have developed into a host
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of tense/aspect narkers. In this study, I have described a

nurnber of these rnorphernes and attenpted to reconstruct
gra¡nmatícalization chains that chart their rel_ationship to
other forns. Because this analysis has found several such

chains, all with FINISH as their source, f have adopted the

tern rrpolygra¡n¡natical-izationrr fron craig ( 1991) .

The data in this study suggest that FINISH as a rnain verb

has developed a series of auxiliaries analyzed along a

granmat ica 1i z at ion chain:

verb [HMH] > verb [H] > anterior > perfective > past

Second, BE.FINISHED as a stative verb has developed a set of
cl-ause-f inal particles and functional rnorphernes along two

avenues according to their phonologicat structure. These are:

statíve verb [HMH] > stative verb [H] > anterior [H]
and:

stative verb [HMH] > cornpletive [HMH] > conjunctíon [HMH]

This analysis explains the structure of nany constructions in
which FINISH is an eLenent.

I have paid particular attention to the phonological

structure of the rnorphenes reLated to FINISH, showing first
that there are two distinct verbs, FINISH. MAIN (.oo,pr.t.r [HMH] and

FINISH.MAIN IH], and second, that grammatical morphernes

developíng frorn thern behave in decidedly different, ways.

Finally, I have given evídence that nonrnanuaL narkers may

also play an irnportant role in the tense/aspect dornain, and,

propose a five-way distinction in tine: renote past, recent
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past, urunarked (comrnonly, but not exclusively, used in present

ti¡ne references), near future, and renote future. These

results rernain speculative.

Some of the difficulty in analyzing a signed 1anguage

such as ASL is that notions about what const,itutes language

are challenged, but I $/ould suggest that this stems from

unfaniliarity rnore than anything. Gra¡nmatical structures in
ASL., are not alL that v¡eI1 understood, and I hope to have

provided sorne insight Ínto the morphology and syntax of ÀSL

through this study. Of course there are lnany areas sti11 to
address and several- of these have surfaced ín the development

of this thesÍs. Sone of these are:

1. Further definition of the featurês of topic-cornment

structure ín ASL. For example, do topÍcs serve a discourse

functíon in relative tine narking? What is the nature of
double topic rnarking? And third, how do the notions of topic
and subj ect interact in AsL.,?

2. Àdditional r,¡ork is needed in understanding the interaction
of tenporal adverbs and other elements of TAM rnarking ín ASL.

3. This study looks at one set of tense/aspect rnarkers in ASL,

but others do exist, such as the FUTURE marker. A study needs

to be ¡nade regarding these other íterns.

4, Which auxiliaries exist in ASL? This study looks at
FINISH, but a number of others have been mentioned. If there
is a class of auxilíaries, what are the mernbers of this c1ass,

what are their cornrnon features, and hov¡ night they differ?
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5. Of interest v/ould be a study of other el-enents that appear

to have grarnmatical ized fro¡n lexical it,ens in ASL. As one

suggestion, NOT was shov¡n to have a norlllally stressed form and

an unstressed clit.icized forn. There is a sirnilarly
constructed verb in ASL typically glossed DENY, that is
articul-ated with the same handshape but v¡ith both hands, all
of which poínt to a grarnrnatical i zation process. This and

other such norphenes are targets for exarnination.

6. I^¡hat is the nature of stress and phonological reduction in
ASL? As vre have seen, a nunber of rnorphemes show variation in
this regard.

7. several additionaÌ granrnatical forns v/ere nentioned that
relate to FINISH, such as an inchoative, an exhaustive, and an

enphatic narker. These appear to be candidates for further
investigation.

8. Final.ly, a great deal norê study could be made of nonmanual

narkers and time referencing.
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Àppendix 1

- Thg following is a list of symbols used in the notationof AsL in this study. It shoutd be noted that nany of i¡rãsymbols are al_so described ín the text.

YESTERDAY Upper-case words indicate the English gloss
representing an AsL sign

BE.FINISHED Tv¡o glosses separated by a period indicatethat rnore than one v¡ord was used to describethe meaning and/or function of the ASL sign
NOT-MEET Hyphenated glosses signify that nore than onesign have for¡ned a rnoiphological cornpex

B-I-L-L Hyphenated letters represent fingerspelled
vrords

PRO.I_/PRO.2/
PRO.3 Lst, 2nd, and 3rd person pronouns

POSS.1/POSS.2/
POSS.3 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person possessive pronouns

aLOOK.ATb Subscripted l_etters indicate spatiaJ- Loci atwhich Nps have been positioneill and also
represent subject and object ageenent on theverb

1LOOK.AT2 Subscripted nu¡nbers indicate 1st and 2ndperson agreement narkers

CL Classifier
t Topic narker

v/n Yes/no question

nod positive head nod

neg Negative head nod

cond Conditional

rp Renote past

np Near past

nf Near future
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rf Remote future

#FUN* # = fingerspelled loan sign
* = enphaÈic

rrWOI¡¡rr+++ rr rt = a gestUre

+ = repeated movenent

otùer!

Mandarin:

PFV PerfectÍve aspect

EXP Experiential aspect

CRS Currently Relevant State
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